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In the preceding chapter, we have outlined the context of an academic landscape, an 
academic landscape in which, four, separate yet similar initiatives have emerged that chal-
lenge the ‘status quo’ of the university as an institution. The four initiatives that will be 
introduced, all experiment in one way or another with other forms of knowledge produc-
tion, that are brought into relation with the urban locality in which they find themselves. 
By working within their own city, using it as a testing ground, they show how the locality 
and the particularity of the urban environment is needed to tackle ‘wicked’ issues.  

1. Stadsform (Antwerp)
2. Brussels Academy (Brussels)
3. Centre for Humanities Research (CHR) (Cape Town)
4. Stadsacademie (Ghent)

We wonder whether these emerging initiatives are the starting point for a new academic 
framework in which urban experiments can be structurally embedded or whether they 
will collide with the boundaries formed by the rigid structure universities are operating 
in today. 

Is positioning (academic) knowledge in the local urban landscape a ‘solution’ to tackle 
‘wicked’, critical and urban questions? This question is what the four initiatives have in 
common. They all take a look at a spatial component, in trying to connect their knowl-
edge production within the space they are looking at or working in. They start from a 
common ground by connecting (academic) knowledge within the urban landscape and 
its actors with different kinds of experiments. The four initiatives are all connected to a 
university that is trying to position itself in a changing world. 

Stadsform was born in 2019 as an independent collaboration of three partners: Quares 
(management), Endeavour (curating) and Dift (branding) and considers the University of 
Antwerp and, by extent the Urban Studies Institute, as a partner. Stadsform is located in 
the university district of the University of Antwerp. In the previous chapter, it was elabo-
rated how the University of Antwerp is focused on internationalisation and how they use 
its embedment in a metropolitan city as means of positioning itself on an international 
scale. Of the four analysed cases, Stadsform is least embedded within the academic land-
scape.

Brussels Academy is a university for citizens that was founded in 2013 in the academic 
landscape of Vrije Universiteit Brussels. It is embedded in VUB that, as outlined above, 
has an intent of engaging with its local context, thus making room for initiatives such as 
Brussels Academy. Brussels Academy intends to develop a platform for knowledge trans-
fer, training and discussion on (urban) issues related to Brussels. 

Urban Experiments The Centre for Humanities Research, as a ‘Flagship for Critical Thought’, is an institu-
tional component of UWC, established in light of the revision of the study of humanities 
in South Africa, in the aftermath of apartheid. UWC is deeply embedded in the global 
knowledge economy and at the same time has anchored itself in the local context. Within 
this academic landscape, CHR has emerged as a critical space in South Africa for both ed-
ucation, research and artistic practices related to the Humanities27  . It balances academic 
scholarship with cultural practices on an international level as well as within the local 
context, extending its experiments into the communities of the Cape Flats and beyond. 
CHR is operating in several places in Cape Town, where apartheid faced a specific limit, 
and aspires to break through the rigid structures of the urban tissue shaped by apart-
heid’s spatial planning.

Stadsacademie is an initiative that started in 2017 and is embedded in an Interdiscipli-
nary Consortium that is part of the University of Ghent. Over the past couple of years Gh-
ent University has acknowledged the importance of transdisciplinary learning but lacks 
an interest in the local environment. In this climate, Stadsacademie emerged as a bot-
tom-up initiative led by several committed individuals. Most of their activities take place 
at the Green Hub in the heart of the academic centre of Ghent, next to the University 
Forum (UFO) and the Rector's Office. Stadsacademie wants to develop transdisciplinary 
knowledge on urban sustainability issues of Ghent. Stadsacademie has the ambition to 
focus on such issues with a focus on the city of Ghent and Ghent University.

27 The humanities encompass literature, language, history, philosophy, and other subjects that are not a sci-
ence, or the study of these different subjects. [Cambridge Dictionary]
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Stadsform

Context

The idea of creating a platform, Stadsform, was planted a couple of years before its actu-
al start-up. In 2015, 'Den oudaan', the police tower of Antwerp, was put up for sale by the 
city. As a reaction to the sale, Endeavour, a consultant in socio-spatial research, together 
with others, responded with a 'call to action'. 'We kopen samen den oudaan', a collective, 
made up of a number of committed professionals from a diverse set of backgrounds, was 
initiated. The collective set up a concept to jointly buy the iconic ‘Oudaan’ tower with the 
aim of breaking through the conventional structures in real estate development and to 
promote a more  democratic and transparent way of developing the urban tissue. 

By initiating conversation around fairly simple themes regarding urban issues such as 
'dealing with heritage in the inner city' and 'developing buildings in alternative or cooper-
ative ways', Endeavour, as a part of the collective, realised that they could appeal to a fairly 
large audience: from local residents' committees to architects to politicians.  The sale 
of the ‘Oudaan’ has been the trigger for facilitating debate on the city of tomorrow that 
goes beyond the scope of the traditional professional world and its participants, resulting 
in a quest to create such a place that was needed but not available. Thanks to Quares, a 
property management company, Endeavour was able to make this a reality in 2019. Sadly, 
due to the global pandemic, Stadsform has only been able to organise activities offline. 

Maarten Desmet, co-initiator of 
the collective 'Den Oudaan': "For 
us it is clear that citizens want to 
help shape their city. With our ini-
tiative, we wanted to give the tow-
er back to the people of Antwerp. 
But the ‘Oudaan’ is not unique. In 
other cities, too, there are sites and 
buildings that are difficult to (re)
develop because of their location, 
purpose or status, and where citi-
zen participation can bring solace." 

Stadsform - The city as Common Denominator
Year of origin: April 2019 
Interviewee: Tim Devos  
Website: https://www.stadsform.be/ 
City: Antwerp 

Figure 12: Den Oudaan Collective

With Stadsform, Endeavour, Quares and DIFT want to offer space to talk about urban 
issues from all kinds of angles, facilitating conversation between different actors. This can 
go from a collaboration with partners such as the Urban Studies Institute in Antwerp to 
Pakhuis de Zwijger (Amsterdam), to the local residents' committee or students who want 
to organise a debate. Stadsform departs from the city as a common denominator; the 
living environment in its broad sense and all possible dynamics that shape it.    

"The set-up is very broad. We want to give all possible urban issues a platform within 
Stadsform. It is important that it is widely accessible and not focused on a limited audi-
ence. It has to be very open.” – Tim Devos

Stadsform does not focus on transforming the city but rather on facilitating a collabo-
rative platform about the city of tomorrow. There is no specific agenda-setting on how 
Antwerp should change. It tries to set up open debates about the changing city (in Ant-
werp but equally elsewhere) without aspiring a certain result or project as outcome. It 
starts from the principle that one’s context serves as a conversation starter. Together, 
people ‘make the city’; the city as a social process rather than an urban planning or design 
process, as a context lots of people from diverse backgrounds are grafted on. Above all 
Stadsform believes that the city is the most future resilient model. The city is the place 
connecting us all.

Vision

The city is the question, dialogue is the an-
swer. Stadsform, about what we all share, about 
the one, but also about the other, with one, and 

the other, together, in different languages, in the 
week, in the evening, to free contribution. 

Figure 13: Main Page
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Stadsform published a manifesto on 
their website  in which ten principles 
form the basis of their vision:

1. The city is the question: Never 
before have global opportunities and 
challenges been so clustered in one 
place. Connecting them is the great-
est challenge of the 21st century - to 
which every programme in Stadsform 
contributes. 

2. Dialogue is the answer: Where 
monologues clash with the complexi-
ty of cities, dialogue is the most hope-
ful way to unravel this complexity. 
Every programme in Stadsform brings 
no argument without a response, no 
lecture without a dialogue. 

3. Stadsform:  is the stage for debate 
about the city of tomorrow. In the 
same place where goods were once 
weighed and valued before entering 
the city, today we put ideas for the fu-
ture of the city on the line. We weigh 
visions with figures and assess their 
access and concrete application in the 
city of tomorrow.

4. About what we all share: In times 
where we have less and less one his-
tory, orientation, favourite music or 
culture in common, never before have 
we all shared the same daily environ-
ment so intensively. The city and its 
daily life are the ultimate conversation 
starter for Stadsform's programme in 
increasingly urbanised and diverse so-
cieties.

5. About the one, but also about 
the other: Stadsform programmes 
dialogue with two words; theory and 
practice, analysis and action, global 
trends and local differences, master 
plans and daily life, big institutions 

and small initiatives, business-as-usu-
al and radical renewal. 

6. With one, and the other: Special-
ists lack generalists, top-down lacks 
bottom-up, administrations miss citi-
zens, companies miss NGOs - and vice 
versa. As equal 'city makers', Stadsform 
invites a maximum number of rep-
resentatives from these groups for a 
productive dialogue.

7. Together: The programme of Stads-
form is made together. For example, 
the Waagraad determines three cen-
tral themes every year, around which 
various formats of programmes are set 
up in close cooperation with various 
partners. Do you have a question or 
answer for the city of tomorrow? Get 
in touch with us. 

8. In different languages: With de-
bates, documentaries, inspiring lec-
tures, city walks, workshops, exhibi-
tions, pitches, book presentations and 
podcasts, Stadsform speaks different 
languages to attract diverse groups 
of residents and visitors, thinkers and 
makers, politicians and professionals.

9. In the week, in the evening: The 
public programme mainly takes place 
on evenings during the week. During 
the day and partly in the weekends, 
we rent out the space commercially. 
In this way, the landlords during the 
day support the programme in the 
evening. 

10. To free contribution: On-topic 
and public programmes that adopt 
this manifesto and translate it into 
their programme take place without 
rent, at a free contribution. 

Stadsform is organised as a non-profit organisation in which three partners are involved: Quares, 
Endeavour and DIFT. Quares, a real estate agent, is responsible for the management of the location. 
DIFT, a creative branding agency, does the branding of Stadsform and Endeavour, a consultant in 
socio-spatial research, is committed to curating the program.  

Organisation

Rental at daytime

Free Programme at 

night

Quares DIFT Endeavour

Who? Real e state e xperts d riven by 
innovation

Creative Agency
Activist by nature

Platform for socio-spatial in-
novation

Role?
Experimenting with  new 
forms of l iving, w orking and 
life in the ci ty

Creative force behind t he 
brand and the plac e

Curator of a n innovative p ro
gramme f or d ialogue a bout 
the city of tomorrow

Input?
Owner
Coordination management

Communication
marketing

Programming
curation

The non-profit organisation originated from a simple idea: Quares owned a building in Stadswaag, 
a historically prominent square where the tax office for goods was located in the centre of Antwerp. 
Quares wanted to develop this building into rental apartments. Instead of transforming the ground 
floor into standard rental co-working space, they looked for other opportunities that would add to 
the buildings (social) value and its location on the square.  It was looking to use the space not only 
for residents of the building but also for the inhabitants of the city. With this question, Quares ap-
proached Endeavour. The idea arose to use the space for open debates about the future of the city 
in its broadest sense, not only for a specific target audience but open to everyone.  Endeavour and 
Quares set up a non-profit association, which would bear the name Stadsform. DIFT joined the team 
as branding of the idea was also necessary. Their different backgrounds and fields of operating gave 
way to a complementing partnership. The organisation, as an NPO, provides a sustainable model that 
can maintain itself. The model is inspired by a Dutch organisation: ‘Pakhuis de Zwijger’.

Quares, being the owner of the building, fully financed the renovation of the building and started 
renting the ground floor out to the non-profit organisation at a rate that is below standard market 
prices. In this way the non-profit organisation can make use of the ground floor at very favourable 
conditions. DIFT, as tenant, has its office in Stadsform and provides them of a fixed income.  More-
over, the revenues generated in Stadsform go entirely to the non-profit organisation. Throughout 
the day the spaces are rented out for commercial use. In addition, it also offers the residents of 
the apartments above a space for relaxation or a workplace when the space on the ground floor is 
unoccupied. The income from the commercial rentals of the place is used to finance Stadsform's 
evening program, which can be organised free of charge, also allowing students or other initiatives, 
that want to organise something that strokes with the vision of Stadsform, the opportunity to use 
the space. The trade-off between rental at daytime and a free evening program is an interesting test 
to see whether this kind of approach can be profitable and could also work for other locations and 
on a different scale. 
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Stadsform

Where are they operating?

“A physical space, something that is 
anchored in a particular location at-
tracts people, it creates an identity.” 
– Devos

Stadsform is located on the ground 
floor of a building at the Stads-
waag, a very central spot in the cen-
tre of Antwerp within the university 
district, near the University of Ant-
werp and the Royal Academy of Fine 
Arts and in-between the historic city 
centre and ‘het Eilandje’27  , in-be-
tween two time periods and veloc-
ities of urban development. In this 
way, Stadsform has the possibility to 
connect the city and the university, as 
a place where (academic) knowledge 
is brought out in an accessible way, 
without being embedded within the 
university itself.

27 ‘Het Eilandje’ is the old port of Antwerp 
that is being transformed into a trendy neighbour-
hood with the redevelopment of warehouses and 
monumental buildings such as MAS (museum at 
the stream), Het Havenhuis (harbour house) and 
Red Star Line Museum.
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"The Stadswaag is a place where 
goods used to be weighed, now we 
put urban issues on the scale." 
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Stadsform has its own forum, location and branding. It is an independent presentation 
platform which makes it flexible in doing outreach work and opening up opportunities 
for a public debate. It is through the independence of their non-profit organisation and 
a structural partnership with different universities that they go against the ‘status-quo’ of 
a university. 

Stadsform works together with a diverse set of academic and non-academic partners: 
Pakhuis de Zwijger, Flanders Architecture Institute, Imec City of things, University of Gh-
ent, Royal Academy of Fine Arts Antwerp, Urban Studies Institute (University of Antwerp), 
University of Antwerp, Vpro Tegen Licht, De Veerman, BAAS, Hannah Arendt Institute (UA 
and VUB)), Ringland, re:Kreators Placemaking Europe, Expedition The City, Flemish Asso-
ciation for Space and Planning (VRP), Antwerp Powered by Creatives, The Newrope Chair 
of Architecture and Urban Transformation (ETH Zurich), Schippers kwartier vzw Antwer-
pen.

"We mainly want to facilitate and set out a number of tracks per year within which we 
invite all kinds of necessary social partners to organise something." – Devos

Throughout the interview that was conducted with Tim Devos (endeavour) it was made 
clear that a broader target audience can be reached when one’s relationship with a univer-
sity is through a partnership and not by being embedded within the institute. Stadsform 
is able to lead its own life and create its own financial setting. The operational method of 
Stadsform is very flexible and creates opportunities for a transdisciplinary setting. This is 
an advantage that (most) universities cannot offer.  Stadsform plays an intermediary role, 
between the university and other social parties. It can facilitate the research produced in 
an academic setting in a new non-academic setting.

Who sits at the table?
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VAi, the Flemish architecture insti-
tute is the place par excellence for 
creating, sharing and experiencing 
(knowledge of) architecture in Brus-
sels and Flanders. It is located in De 
Singel, Antwerp and hosts different 
exhibitions, debates, events and lec-
tures throughout the year. It aims to 
stimulate a debate within society on 
architecture and urban design. 

Baas helps young entrepreneurs and 
aids them in fulfilling their (business) 
idea through different workshop se-
ries, support, education, networking, 
consulting, events, co-workspaces, and 
personal coaching. BAAS specifically 
helps with the sustainability and strat-
egy of these newly founded businesses. 

The Design Sciences hub focusses on 
design and research on all scales from 
products and services to urban plan-
ning. They are set on an interdisciplinary 
approach and reach out to all research 
groups within the University of Antwerp. 

De Veerman is an organisation that is 
set on helping institutions (academic 
and non-academic) develop a long-
term strategy for art educations, cours-
es, neighbourhood construction, … 
through the use of art. 

Antwerp Power by creatives is an initi-
ative that wishes to connect the crea-
tive sector with other sectors within the 
boundaries of the province of Antwerp 
and aids and motivates entrepreneurs 
to innovate within the creative sector. 
It is set on a transdisciplinary approach: 
designers, companies, the education 
sector and government are all welcome 
to join. 

Schipperskwartier vzw, the committee of 
the neighbourhood Stadsform is part of, 
is welcome for ad hoc, open kitchen & 
neighbourhood events.The guides of ‘Expeditie de Stad’ re-

ceive guests in a warm, hospitable way 
in ever-changing Antwerp. They guide 
people through the chaos and com-
plexity of the city. Throughout these 
expeditions within the city, ‘Expeditie 
de Stad’ aims to connect buildings, 
places, neighbourhoods and its in-
habitants and people who work there. 
Rather than focusing on touristic 
spots, the guides acknowledge ‘the 
social, the beauty, the non-evident, 
the astonishment, the insight and un-
derstanding’ of places. 

Endeavour

Stadsform (DIFT)

UAntwerpen – Urban Studies Institute 

Quares

Local Partners
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How are they operating?

By having an online presence, but at the same time also involving different organisa-
tions that have a very different kind of target audience, such as the neighbourhood or 
entrepreneurs, Stadsform can make itself accessible to everyone. This is facilitated by the 
activities they organise.  Stadsform works with two structures: the annual themes and the 
formats. Between these two, they interact through the use of different media. This year 
they are working around three annual themes: Anthropocity, The New Living & Life and 
Tabula Rasa. 

As mentioned before,, the physical start-up of Stadsform has not yet begun. So far, the 
events have been organised online and published for the public afterwards. Because of 
this, it is still a big question how the model will work in an offline setting. What is certain 
is that, once physical events are made possible again, its goal is to create a model where 
physical attendance and a live stream are combined. Stadsform does not only want to 
facilitate the debate or conversation through classical lectures, but also through other 
formats such as city walks, bike tours, podcasts, documentary screenings, expositions, 
workshops, summer schools, …  

Besides these activities, Stadsform also wishes to facilitate space where the City of Ant-
werp, the department of Climate, the Antwerp ‘stadsbouwmeester’ can elaborate on plans 
that are in the make and create networks between the city government and more bot-
tom-up initiatives.  

The windows of Stadsform 
will be used as a permanent 
‘streetexpo’. 

Anthropocity
Today, man is increasingly seen as the driv-
er of the current geological era; the an-
thropocene. The city, its increasingly dom-
inant habitat where now more than half 
the world's population lives, is the crux of 
this story. On the one hand, cities are re-
sponsible for more than 70% of global CO2 
emissions. On the other hand, cities have 
the greatest potential in reducing human 
impact on the planet. From global policy 
to local action, in this year's theme we ex-
plore a central question; how can we see 
the trees again through the city?

The New Living & Life
Home, garden, tree? Or home, park, grove? 
In this series we explore the transition to 
the new urban living and life. How do we 
reconcile housing and living wishes with 
ecological limits? From cooperative living 
and shared mobility to residential streets 
and collective management: which new 
models can save both man and planet?

Tabula Rasa
Restoring history, or rethinking the future 
of the city? Where Cholera and Tubercu-
losis once mobilized a radical modernist 
urbanism, today, in times of COVID-19, this 
radical question arises again. We go beyond 
classical disciplines and give the stage to 
ground-breaking new imaginations for the 
city of tomorrow.

Stadsform website

Several dialogue evenings have been organised on different themes, each of them relat-
ed to ‘wicked’ issues society is faced with. These dialogue evenings are bringing together 
multiple stakeholders in an online setting.
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Make the City: Together with leading 
technologists and analysts, Stadsform 
and the Urban Studies Institute en-
gage in an interdisciplinary dialogue 
on the interaction between 'wicked’ 
problems of urbanising society and 
the opportunities and limits of tech-
nological innovations for future liv-
ing, working and relaxing in the city. 
Questions such as ‘What does a city 
for and by women look like?’; ‘What 
is our actual right to the city?’, ‘Where 
will ‘the sense of purpose’ take place 
in the city of tomorrow?’, ‘How do we 
make the sustainable city socially eq-
uitable?’ are addressed within these 
evenings. Wet the City: This series brings to-

gether inspiring 'thinkers', 'doers' and 
'dreamers' on specific water topics. 
They bring theory and practice to-
gether and help citizens and govern-
ments move beyond a level of fear in 
the transition to the green-blue city. 
The central questions throughout 
these discussions are 'what can water 
mean for the city?’, ‘How do we make 
a green-blue city?’, ‘How can ‘blue’ 
connect people on the streets?’. This 
series is a collaboration with ‘water-
land’, a do-and-think tank dedicated 
to healthy watercourses. 

Together with the Design Sciences 
Hub, a Research & design Hub by the 
University of Antwerp, they organised 
a dialogue series about ‘The future 
of urban health’. This was a project 
the Design Sciences Hub has been 
working on over the past few years 
in a multidisciplinary and academic 
setting to work on questions such as 
‘How can the city make us healthier?’, 
‘What role will technology play in the 
healthcare of the future?’

There are also other ongoing series 
such as ‘Feed the City’, in a collabora-
tion with A! Goesting28 , and ‘Hack The 
city’ in collaboration with ‘imec City 
of Things29 , addressing questions like 
‘(How) do we solve hunger within the 
city with leftovers? Or How can tech-
nology make the city ours again?

Apart from these dialogue evenings 
Stadsform has also organised a doc-
umentary screening on the housing 
crisis, a book launch of ‘Wanderspace’ 
by the architecture firm RE-EST and a 
debate on the launch of the A+ mag-
azine ‘Practices of Change’. They have 
participated in the Virtual Expo on 
Future Urban Health organised by the 
Design Sciences Hub, as part of the 
University of Antwerp.

28  A! Goesting is the Antwerp Food Council 
29  Imec City of Things wants to contribute to the 
betterment of cities through the growing network 
of sensors and technologies.

What spaces are they looking at?

As seen above, Stadsform is focused on ‘the city’ in general, and the prominent ques-
tions it brings up. Nevertheless, embedded within the urban fabric of the city of Antwerp, 
it is aware of its own local context and engaging with its own environment is something 
Stadsform will definitely continue or try to do even more.
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Area: Campus Mutsaard
Format: monthly debate
Topic: 'Making Mutsaard'

‘How do we create an urban art and design campus of the fu-
ture?’ A new master plan for the Mustaard Campus of the UAnt-
werp and the Royal Academy of Fine Arts of the AP Hogeshool 
has been put on the table after a participatory process with 
teachers, students, local residents, administrators, … Studio Om-
geving and Plusoffice drew the masterplan. 
The series 'Making Mutsaard' will be organised monthly (from 
September 2021) in Stadsform, a neighbour of the Mutsaard 
Campus. All interested parties will be brought together to shape 
the campus and room will be made for discussions and pres-
entations. These series of do-and-think events will create a closer 
collaboration between the two institutions and the people living 
or working in their surroundings.

Area: Linkeroever
Format: Dialogue (with Pakhuis De zwijger)
Topic: ‘What about the other side?’ 

Amsterdam and Antwerp are two cities who have primarily de-
veloped on one side of a big waterway. The other side of the city, 
Amsterdam North and Linkeroever (Antwerp), are being devel-
oped at lightning speed and projected as the future of the city. 
‘In both cases, one question cannot be left out: what is unique 
about these areas with their idiosyncratic inhabitants and histo-
ry?’ [Stadsform]

Area: Ring Road
Format: Online live show

The online live show 'Maak Vaart', an info evening on Ringland30  
was streamed from Stadsform in Antwerp. In 2017 an agreement 
was made between the Antwerp citizens' movements Ademloos, 
Ringland, Staten-Generaal, the Flemish government and the 
Antwerp city council to complete the Antwerp Ring and cover 
it completely with canopies or via tunnels within 20 years, i.e., 
by 2037.

30 “The Ringland-project is a large-scale sustainable urban development, 
focusing on a complete redesign of the highway system in the city of Antwerp, Bel-
gium. The research underlying this complex infrastructure project has been entirely 
organized by local citizens in a unique and innovative bottom-up manner. Detailed 
research studies, executed by external academics and financed through crowdfund-
ing, were subsequently presented to the government. The Ringland-project supports 
a new kind of social interaction between scientists, policy makers and citizens.” 
[Ringland]
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Context Brussals Acadamy - An University for Citizens
Year of origin: 2013 
Interviewees: Eric Corijn, Jessica van de Ven
Website: brusselsacademy.be
City: Brussels

Brussels Academy

Vision

Brussels Academy has its origins in the operation of the Brussels Studies Institute (BS.I). 
This is an organisation that aims to unite all researchers from universities in Brussels 
and whose focus is on bringing ‘Brussels’ in a single network. In 2008, the universities of 
Brussels were mobilised for the States General, a platform of civil society with the aim of 
arriving at an urban vision for Brussels. A strong notion of territorialising knowledge and 
research emerged here. The civil society attempted to grasp the complexity of the city in 
a way that politics can’t. Thematic proposals gradually emerged around which university 
teams were assembled across linguistic and religious boundaries to produce reports. A 
public debate divided into sixteen hearings was held based on these reports. Two hun-
dred people attending each hearing led to two congresses and a text sharing the passion 
for the city, Brussels. This research-backed formation of opinions in civil society gave 
rise to a permanent collaboration between various Brussels researchers. This exception-
al symbiosis eventually led to the research network Brussels Studies Institute (2012) in 
which three Brussels universities Université libre de Bruxelles, Vrije Universiteit Brussel 
and Université Saint-Louis Bruxelles, later on expanded with Katholieke Universiteit Leu-
ven and Université Catholique de Louvain set up an agreement. The institute's purpose is 
to bring together all researchers who focus on Brussels, to generate, reveal and valorise 
knowledge on Brussels and to embark on a dialogue with a variety of actors from Brussels 
society. Brussels Academy was launched in April 2013 by a group of prominent professors 
including Prof. Eric Corijn as founder. 

What’s interesting about Brussels Academy is its vision of being an urban universi-
ty and its power of outreach as a post-national urban university that includes citizen-
ship practices. They want to move beyond the borders of the current knowledge pro-
duction that is embedded in a national system as a product of the state stating that the 
contemporary university logic is out-dated and non-urban. Brussels academy wants to 
promote contextualised (and situated) knowledge, starting from the needs of the city, as 
a citizen university for Brussels, offering free classes and activities to all who are interest-
ed. Brussels Academy wants to go against science popularisation and science education. 
It works with academics to build their programmes from a social, urban and above all 
Brussels’ context. Its goal is to raise an awareness to the public to act not as individuals, 
but as activists and as members of a collective society. These ideas stem from Corijn’s 
criticism on the current practice of science and universities.

Figure 15: Brussels Academy 'making the city together' 

Figure 14: Brussels Academy Main page
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The mission statement on their web-
site brings about 7 topics Brussels 
Academy focuses on: 

1. Platform for knowledge ex-
change: Brussels Academy is the plat-
form for knowledge transfer, training 
and discussion on topics related to 
Brussels (mobility and urban planning, 
commons, temporary use of vacant 
buildings, diversity, culture, produc-
tive city, housing...). It is a platform 
between the academic world and sci-
entific research on the one hand, and 
civil society, authorities, politicians 
and citizens on the other. 

2. Knowledge as a public good: 
Brussels Academy strives for programs 
free of charge accessible to all. Knowl-
edge is a common good that should 
not be privatized. All the partners who 
participate within Brussels Academy 
share their knowledge, their location 
or performances for free and on a vol-
untary basis.  

3. Multilingualism: In order to 
develop a method of knowledge trans-
fer that connects complex knowledge 
and diverse audiences, we offer a 
range of multilingual activities. A mul-
tilingualism in line with the Brussels 
reality. 

4. Co-production: Knowledge, 
knowledge production and knowl-
edge dissemination have a place in 
the co-production of the city. On the 
one hand, we do this by confronting 
academic knowledge with the expe-
riences of active citizens and testing 
its social usefulness. And on the other 
hand, by encouraging activists and in-
terested parties to critically examine 
sources and opinions, so that they can 
break free from the prevailing public 

opinion or the bias of their own oper-
ation. 

5. Applied Knowledge: Our pro-
gramme is determined by the needs 
of the city. We try to understand the 
complex reality of Brussels in order 
to find committed solutions. From 
"knowing" to "being able to", from "sa-
voir" to "savoir-faire".

 
6. Leverage: We emphasise the 

need to share knowledge that partici-
pants can put to work. The idea is that 
people who follow the activities can 
then engage in the city (through their 
work, their association, their neigh-
bourhood...) and do so with (better) 
knowledge of the reality. 

7. Network: It is mainly about 
creating a commonality, a centre, a 
crossroads, a 'hub' for exchanging 
knowledge about the city. In this re-
spect it is a network project, aimed at 
bringing together the different sec-
tors, disciplines, communities of the 
city, different languages, styles and 
cultures, but also different opinions 
and experiences. 

Brussels Academy aims to be a mediator between on the one hand the academic world, 
characterised by scientific research and civil society, governments, politicians and citi-
zens on the other hand. Similar to Stadsacademie, they focus on bringing non-academic 
actors in close contact with academic actors. While Stadsacademie is focused on stu-
dents from Ghent University, Brussels Academy tries to engage mainly with the citizens 
of Brussels. 
 
The offices of Brussels Academy are located within the research centre ‘Cosmopolis’, a 
centre for urban research at the main campus of VUB. This keeps the initiators of Brussels 
Academy up to date regarding interesting research on the urban tissue of Brussels. What 
is important is how they shifted from the idea of having one single place within the city 
where parallel thematic sessions would be organised, to being present in different spots 
across the city. In this way they bypass the high threshold of the university, reaching a 
broader public. La Maison des Cultures in the neighbourhood of Molenbeek became the 
main host institution for the majority of their activities. This was a thought-out choice: 
Molenbeek is situated across the canal, away from the historic city centre of Brussels. In 
doing this, they want to address the shifting of the centre of Brussels beyond the area 
within the inner ring road encompassing the historic city centre. Besides this main host 
institution, they have several other partner locations within Brussels where activities are 
organised. 

Who sits at the table?
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Partnerlocations

Maison des Cultures

Beursschouwburg

La Bellone

Halles de Schaerbeek 

Bozar

Parckfarm

Argos

La Fonderie 
La Tentation

Kaaitheater

Muntpunt

Environnement.Bruxelles

De Markten

Brass'Art

Café Theatre

ULB

Perspective.brussels

The Jewish Museum 
of Belgium

Théatre Molière

Le Senghor

Le Jacques Franck

VUB Campus Etter-
beek (Cosmopolis)
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• Environnement.Bruxelles is the government depart-
ment for environment and energy. The activity domains 
are pooled in one building, allowing transversality and a 
good communication between the domains. 

• Parckfarm is new communal garden located in a former 
railroad trench on the Tour&Taxis site in Brussels. It is 
a site where multiple actors and a diverse set of people 
find a common ground in a social, ecological, local and 
global environment. Parckfarm originated as an idea for 
the second edition of a city festival around public green 
area. A silent rest area was, under the impulse of citi-
zens, artists, landscape architects and activists, trans-
formed into a communal garden.  

• Kaaitheater is situated in a neighbourhood in full de-
velopment, the canal zone. It is a theatre for dance, 
theatre, performance, music and debate with smaller 
and bigger spaces offering a place for Brussels as well as 
international artists. 

• Halles des Schaerbeek: The industrial halls in Schaer-
beek used to be a covered marketplace. The building is 
a steel and glass structure with a diverse set of volumes 
on the inside, rendering it perfect for a different type of 
art experience portrayed by a different, more engaged 
relation between performer and spectator. 

• Argos is an artist centre for contemporary audio-visual 
arts. It offers exhibitions, screenings, a media library, 
distribution, production and archiving. It is the only 
centre of its kind in Belgium and is housed in a former 
warehouse.

• Brass’Art was a pop-up culture café and intercultural lab 
that aspired to overcome cultural differences by serving 
Moroccan mint tea and Belgian beers on the otherwise 
alcohol-free communal square of Molenbeek. As the 
term of the pop-up ended Brass’Art received an agree-
ment to turn it into a culture centre but it never got to 
see the light of day due to financial insecurities. 

• La Tentation is a former fabric space turned into a cul-
tural meeting place characterised as a ‘dance temple’. 
Different activities (concerts, festivals, exhibitions) 
were organised here before it went bankrupt in 2019. 

• La Fonderie is a bottom-up initiative created by com-
mitted residents of the neighbourhood and historians. 
It is a non-profit organisation that is situated in the 
former art foundry ‘La Compagnie des Bronzes’. They 
aspire to preserve and share the industrial memory of 
Brussels. 

• The Café Theatre  is quite literally a combination be-
tween a cafe and a theatre. It is half lounge, half cafe, a 
place to sip your drink while attending a performance. 

• La Bellone is a place of research and reflection for all 
those who are interested in creating (their own) scenic 
writings. It is a place for performing artists who wish 
to engage in a process of creation. La Bellone organis-
es seminars, conferences, meetings and residencies of 
which some are in collaboration with local, national and 
international partners. 

• De Markten is a community centre with an attention 
towards different urban policies concerning mobility, 
housing, clean air, … They are committed to being a 
player in the local network and offer cultural and edu-
cational programmes, activities and events. 

• Muntpunt is the biggest Dutch library of Brussels of-
fering knowledge, information and culture. It is an en-
counter space for inhabitants, visitors, students and 
work men. 

• The Beursschouwburg is a multidisciplinary art centre, 
located in the heart of Brussels, housed in a building 
dating from the end of the 18th century. The art centre 
offers a space for up-and-coming artists to come to-
gether. Different kinds of activities are organized here 
from performances, to movies, music, expos and de-
bates

• The Bozar is an artist house connected to the Museum 
of Fine Arts in Brussels and offers a wide range of activ-
ities: concerts, exhibitions, multidisciplinary debates, 
films, … centred on the relationship between art and 
society. 

• Perspective.Brussels provides insights, inspiration and 
action through means of an expertise centre with archi-
tects, engineers, geographers, …

• Théatre Molière is a theatre managed by the non-profit 
organisation Muziekpublique and inhands of the mu-
nicipality. It offers a theatre space with accompanying 
reception hall and bar. 

• Le Senghor is the cultural centre of Etterbeek. The 
building has always housed cultural events. Before turn-
ing into a cultural centre under Leopold Sedar Senghor 
it was a cinema. 

• Le Jacques Franck is the cultural centre of St-Gilles 
offering cinema, concerts, expositions, spectacles and 
more.  

Figure 16: Maison des Cultures @Molenbeek
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How are they operating?

Brussels Academy respects and uses academic work of the Brussels Studies Institute 
to set its agenda. Instead of working within traditional pillars or non-overlapping annual 
themes Brussels Academy works around unlimited themes which are developed within a 
large range of programmes over a number of years. The public that comes to its events is 
always mixed, but specifically attuned to what is on offer.  

The themes within Brussels Academy are developed in a large range of programmes, 
with overlapping themes in order to cover the complexity as it is  and avoid the discon-
nection of e.g. non-overlapping annual themes. Above all Brussels Academy strives for 
programs that are free of charge. The speakers perform for free, as volunteers, and the 
locations are also rented out to Brussels Academy for free. In other words, the partners 
make a contribution in kind to the cooperation. Knowledge multiplies but never wears 
out. There is no conceivable reason to have to pay for knowledge transfer. Corijn, briefly 
quotes a philosophy about knowledge in the interview we had with him: “seed, air, water 
and knowledge should be kept out of the market. They should not be privatised.” 

Brussels Academy has organised multiple types of activities over the past years, rang-
ing from courses to workshops to city walks. The language of the activities alternates 
between French, Dutch and English. It is focused on reaching anyone who is interested 
in the treated subject, from academic to politician, to citizen or activist. A substantial 
part of its activities are lecture and lesson series taught by academic and sometimes also 
non-academic actors. A couple of examples; an introductory set of lessons ‘how do we 
make the city together’ where there is a focus on the elements cities and especially Brus-
sels are confronted with, ‘the (hidden) history of Brussels’ and ‘concerning the politics of 
Brussels and the future plans for the city’. These series are often accompanied by a de-
bate or discussion. Besides these series lunch sessions, seminars, follow-up discussions, 
debates, ateliers and workshops are also organised. These formats are almost exclusively 
given as series. Pedagogy requires duration. One’s mental framework cannot be changed 
by attending one lecture. This can be framed through the slow science movement ex-
plained in ‘Transcending Boundaries’

Brussels Academy often operates through several 
specific (recurring) formats: 

Stadsmatinees:
The ‘city mornings’ are dialogues organised in a collabo-
ration between several institutes: knowledge centre AR-
hus, VUB, Cosmopolis, Brussels Academy, City of Kortrijk, 
Ostend Werft – AGSO, the city of Roeselare and the Pro-
vincial Development Agency West Flanders. 

The Stadsmatinees address crucial themes that are pres-
ent in the city – ‘climate transition, economic resilience, 
intercultural coexistence, dealing with an ageing popu-
lation, 'good' governance’ – that are intrinsically linked 
to an urbanisation process and have an urban dimension. 
Various academic, non-academic and private actors from 
different cities were brought together in these sessions. 

Agora Urban Master Classes 
Once a month Brussels Academy invites a prominent 
speaker to give a public lecture on urban issues Brussels 
is confronted with. This lecture is accompanied by infor-
mal talks during breaks and debates afterwards. Topics 
that have been handled in the past are migration and 
expulsion, how do we feed Brussels and integration and 
equality policy. They are all pledging for a radical Brussels 
approach. 

Stadssalons Urbains:  
‘The Stadssalons Urbains are a series of English lectures 
and documentary screenings for urban professionals, 
students and all city lovers. A meeting point for urban-
ites, just before the weekend starts.’ [Brussels Academy]. 
This is a format initiated by a collaboration between BA, 
BS.I and Brussels based research centres organised at the 
Beursschouwburg, La bellone, Kaaitheater or Brass’art. 
This format is less focused on the city of Brussels and 
more on urban spaces in general. 
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Format: A 10 Day Travelling Festival
Topic: 'Made in Bruxsel' 

Another specific format took place in 2018; the travelling festival 'Made in Bruxsel'. ‘Made 
in Bruxsel: migrations that create the city’63 gathered inhabitants, artists, researchers and 
civil society actors of Brussels in a travelling festival. It is a celebration of the urban diver-
sity, a celebration of the migrants, from within and outside of Belgium, that contributed 
to the development of Brussels as a global contemporary city. Ten evenings from January 
2018 until May 2018 offered a chance to connect Brussels artists, researchers and resi-
dents who grew up in this urban diversity. 

Within this festival Brussels Academy underlines how Brussels is made by its inhabitants 
and not by borders. Brussels is a city that is made by all people living there and all of these 
people shape the city together. Cities such as Brussels are formed through processes of 
migration. In Brussels, this started in the industrial revolution with people who moved 
from the Belgian countryside to the city. Within this festival the idea of ‘the migrant and 
me’ is refuted. Instead of looking at the cultural historical background of the migrants, 
Brussels Academy looks at how they contribute to the city in the current context. 

The program was created to tell the migration story of Brussels without emphasizing the 
origin of the migrants but with an emphasis on the contribution of the migrants to Brus-
sels.  Together with CBAI (Centre of Brussels for Intercultural Action), Brussels Academy 
worked on the idea of making this concept understandable for the public. They settled on 
ten thematic evenings spread out over the city, a travelling festival: the different migra-
tion stories were spread across seven theatres in different neighbourhoods. The format 
was the same in each theatre: each evening a lecture of a researcher, a panel of testimo-
nies and an artistic performance were on the agenda. 

At first an academic speaker explained the objective followed by an experienced panel 
consisting of first and last generation migrants seated across from each other in a debate. 
Afterwards, a typical Brussels buffet, an exhibition and an artistic performance was of-
fered. The artistic part did not perform the traditional music from his/her ‘home’ country 
but rather the kind of music that was made within Brussels and in which the artist created 
something new within this background. 

Together with the diverse group of participants they looked at the places within the city 
to organise the festival. In order to reach a broad audience seven different locations and 
ten diverse themes were eventually chosen: 

• Flemings & Walloons @Beursschouwburg 
• Land of asylum? @Musée Juif de Belgique 
• Jewish Diaspora @ Musée Juif de Belgique 
• Latin America @Maison des Cultures Molenbeek 
• Workers, Welcome! @Maison des Cultures Molenbeek 
• African city @Théatre Molière 
• Expats & Eurostars @Le Senghor 
• Echos from Asia @Théatre Molière 
• Irregularity & citizenship @Le Jacques Franck 
• We,Brussels! @Bozar 

Figure 17: Festival day 2 'Land of asylym', a panel of testimonies 

Figure 18: Festival day 2 'Land of asylym', artistic performance
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Through the different formats, the Brussels Academy often tackles an urban situation or 
issue that is directly linked to a place, neighbourhood or region within Brussels. 

What spaces are they looking at?

Figure 20 Coproduction @La Serre

Figure 21 Lecture

Figure 19 City Walk
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One of the formats provided by Brus-
sels Academy, that engages with the 
city of Brussels, is the city walks. Sev-
eral walks have been organised over 
the past years. An example is the city 
walk concerning the history and urban 
development of Brussels. Four differ-
ent walks were conducted throughout 
Brussels.

Format: City Walk
Area: Brussels

startpoint

endpoint

Le Quartier Leopold to La rue de Flandre: 
discovering the internal structure of the 
pentagon and how this, together with 
the topography conditioned a sepa-
ration between eastern and western 
suburbs as well as the role of the 18th 
century urban elite in the development 
of the city. 

Rogierplein to Schaarbeek: illustrating 
how urban planning changes a city and 
not always as was planned.

Le Parc Léopold to Le Floréal et le Logis: 
This route illustrates the diverse devel-
opments of the city, going from sub-
urbs transformed into offices, then to 
residential suburbs and garden cities. 

Bas Molenbeek to Peterbos: a walk from 
the canal and the working-class and 
industrial neighbourhoods that have 
been transformed through migration 
and the recent middle-class neighbour-
hoods at the western edge of the Brus-
sels region, showing the weakness of 
this spatial extension. 
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Brussels Academy organised co-pro-
duction tables called ‘Ateliers du midi’, 
on several ongoing construction sites in 
Brussels; ‘Chantiers Bruxellois’

The construction sites of Brussels are 
often of strategic importance. They 
have the possibility of restructuring 
both the spatial realities and mental 
minds of citizens. These projects must 
go further than purely an implemen-
tation and take into account its struc-
turing effects and impact on the urban 
fabric and society. To openly debate 
this, Brussels Academy, in collaboration 
with Inter Environnement Bruxelles and 
BRAL (city movement for Brussels) or-
ganised eleven sessions on eleven con-
struction sites that are of importance 
to the shaping of the city and citizen’s 
mental maps of the city. The sessions 
will be led by the project leader of the 
site and a researcher or informed ana-
lyst. This, to provide an objective anal-
ysis of the site. An open debate will be 
guaranteed through the presence of 
inhabitants, committees of the neigh-
bourhood and other groups of actors.

Format: Atelier du midi
Topic: 'Chantiers Bruxellois'

Les Abattoirs de Cureghem 

Gare du Midi  

Le Piétonnier de Boulevard Anspach

La Porte de Ninove

Gare de l’Ouest

Le Friche Josaphat 

Tour & Taxis 

Tivoli  

Le Projet Neo, Le Stade et le Nouveau Heysel

Le Bassin du Biestebroeck  
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• Le Projet Neo, Le Stade et le Nouveau 
Heysel: On the agenda is the redevel-
opment of the ‘Heizelplateau’ (68 ha) 
into an urban district that attracts 
both residents and visitors being well 
connected with its surroundings as 
well as the city centre. 

• Tivoli : Tivoli GreenCity aims to create 
a harmonious connection between 
the existing, dense residential area of 
Laeken and the industrial zone of the 
Port of Brussels.

• Tour & Taxis : Due to its strategic lo-
cation, on the edge of the canal and in 
the immediate vicinity of the historic 
centre of Brussels, the former railway 
site of Thurn & Taxis has enormous 
potential and is experiencing a real 
revival.

• Le Friche Josaphat : The Josaphat 
Site is a twenty-five hectare site in 
hands of the Brussels Government, 
in Schaerbeek in the Brussels Capital 
Region. This natural space is an asset 
for the city and its biodiversity. Many 
people plead for the preservation of 
this site.

• Gare de l’Ouest: The undeveloped 
land behind the Brussels West railway 
station and the railway that divides 
the borough of Molenbeek-Saint-Jean 
in two offers exceptional develop-
ment potential.

• La Porte de Ninove: This node locat-
ed between various roads, the canal 
and the small ring road, has been re-

designed making it more user friendly 
for local residents. The public trans-
port has been restructured, bicycle 
lanes and wide pavements have been 
created as well as a small park.  

• Le Piétonnier des Boulevards : The 
Boulevard Anspach between Place De 
Brouckère and Place Fontainas has 
been equipped for pedestrians, giving 
the city centre a new look. 

• Les Abattoirs de Cureghem : The Ab-
attoir (Slaughterhouse) site has a sur-
face of about twelve hectares and is 
situated in between the canal and the 
inner ring road of Brussels. The site 
has great potential given the fact that 
the Brussels Pentagon is expanding 
and the Canal Zone is booming. The 
pressure to live and work in this dis-
trict is increasing as Brussels is grad-
ually expanding into Molenbeek and 
Anderlecht rendering the Abattoir site 
an interesting place to look at.

• Gare du Midi  : The South Station is 
one of the largest international sta-
tions in Europe and the largest in 
Belgium. The importance of this met-
ropolitan node and its surrounding 
neighbourhoods for Brussels justifies 
an ambitious territorial approach.

• Le Bassin du Biestebroeck  :Around 
the Biestebroeck basin, public and 
green spaces will be redeveloped as 
the backbone of the transformation 
of this industrial area into a mixed ur-
ban neighbourhood.

Figure 22: Gare de l'Ouest (West Station), undeveloped land

Figure 23:  Le Friche Josaphat
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Brussels Academy organised eight lec-
tures on the industrial history of Brus-
sels in collaboration with La Fonderie, 
who are active protectors of the indus-
trial memory of the urban landscape. 
Over the last decades Brussels has 
evolved from an industrial city to an 
internationally operating city. This tran-
sition is marked by the cities industrial 
past which has shaped its urban fabric 
and economic structure. Five of the 
eight lectures were preceded by excur-
sions to:

Format: Lecture + Excursion
Topic: Industrial History

Tour & Taxis

'petit Manchester' (Vieux Molenbeek)

Cureghem

Petit Sablon

Quartier Maritime

A boat tour along the Port of Brussels
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Format: Seminars and Research
Area: The Canal Zone

The canal zone of Brussels used to be 
an industrial zone and is nowadays con-
fronted with multiple urban renewal 
projects such as the Tour&Taxis site 
and the Abattoir site in Cureghem. It 
crosses no less than twenty-five neigh-
bourhoods. The resurgence of the area 
is resulting in a high level of new inhab-
itants each year (+50,000 in ten years – 
2016). The area is characterized by an 
old building stock, diverse inhabitants 
and a revival of the real estate market, 
rendering it interesting to work on.

Brussels Academy organised a city walk 
as well as a 5 day-long session investi-
gating the Canal zone.

Brussels Academy has organised sem-
inars and conducted research on ‘city 
projects’ throughout the canal zone of 
Brussels on the following topics:

Tour & Taxis (see explanation before)

A new communal square and histor-
ic centre of Molenbeek : This project 
focused on the reconstruction of the 
communal square. Attention was giv-
en to vulnerable users and the shared 
space.

City renewal project Abattoir Cureghem 
(see explanation before)

The future of the Ninoofsepoort (see 
explanation before) 
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In 2016 Brussels Academy organised 
six lesson series called ‘A look at Mo-
lenbeek’. Molenbeek has been locat-
ed globally as the operating base of 
terrorist groups. It is characterized by 
stigmatization. Through the combina-
tion of different site visits through Mo-
lenbeek and lectures by professors, ‘A 
look at Molenbeek’ aims overcome the 
stigmas with a more objective and in-
formed study.

Brussels Academy has organised a pub-
lic lesson @argos ‘Seeing the invisible 
contributions to society. Reading (pub-
lic space in) Molenbeek’

Format: Lesson Series + Excursion
Area: Molenbeek
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“Residents of the Brussels canal area are not only confronted with severe forms 
of inequality, but also with a long-lasting and persistent negative reputation. A 
negative reputation itself may reproduce inequality, and it often decreases the 
economic chances to escape from it (e.g., processes of redlining). These processes 
have been described at large, for instance by urban sociologists and their research 
about the unequal distribution of housing, income and amenities in an urban 
territory. However, the study of bottom-up processes of local residents is largely 
neglected in mainstream social theory. For example, the efforts and the invest-
ments families in the canal area do to preserve these neighbourhoods from a total 
decline is not seen as a contribution to society. Public opinion still defines these 
districts as a mere expenditure and not as a key location for an integral policy of 
urban development. So, the question might be a reversed one: how does a society 
succeed in making these efforts and investments INvisible? What are the con-
ditions to unveil these efforts and investments, without surrendering to a mere 
‘human interest’ discourse?” [Brussels Academy]
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Format: 
Site visit + Presentation + Debate
Topic: Temporary use

This series introduces temporary 
use in city planning. Through differ-
ent themes the implementation of 
temporary use and how this interacts 
with urban needs are covered. These 
themes cover a wide range of perspec-
tives, from economics to living, cul-
ture, green area, …. The format is made 
up of a site visit focused on the use of 
the site that is followed by a presenta-
tion and a debate. 

ASBL Woningen 123 Logements - Living

Allée du Kaai - Temporary use as a plan-
ning instrument

Gare de l’Ouest - Green Spaces

La Serre - Employment

Studio Citygate - Art and Creativity

USquare - City Design
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• ASBL Woningen 123 logements: This organi-
sation, as a mediator, wants to find simple 
solutions to legally occupy buildings await-
ing allocation or investment, with reliable 
guarantees, both for the owner and for the 
inhabitants.

• Allee du Kaai is home to some 30 organisa-
tions that develop all kinds of activities for 
very diverse target groups, both local and 
from all over the region.

• Gare de l’Ouest: The Green Spaces of this area, 
a 13-hectare site belonging to SNCB-NMBS 
and Infrabel, is implemented for temporary 
use.

• La Serre: In a deserted street in Ixelles, La 
Serre was born with the desire to create new 
neighbourhood dynamics and promote sus-
tainable food in Ixelles.

• Studio Citygate: Studio Citygate is a temporary 
occupation project located at an old factory 
site in Anderlecht. While awaiting the start 
of the new development, temporary artists, 
collective facilities, a skate park and climbing 
wall are housed on this site.

• Usquare: This site of former barracks in Ix-
elle will turn into a new sustainable and in-
ternational neighbourhood that includes 
the university district and academic facili-
ties. At the moment ‘Creatis, d-side’ and ‘Le 
troisiéme Pôle’ are coordinating the tempo-
rary program of Usquare, one of the largest 
temporary occupations in Belgium bringing 
together more than 100 projects (academic, 
cultural, economic, educational, ...)

Figure  25: Allee du Kaai

Figure  24: Usquare
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Bye Bye Petit Ceinture is an initiative of Rien van de Wall and Wim Menten (urban plan-
ners and authors of KleineRing.be) in cooperation with BRAL, ARAU, Brussels Studies 
Institute, Brussels Academy, IRIB (Institut de recherches interdisciplinaires sur Bruxelles) 
and Architecture Workroom Brussels. 

The project Bye Bye Petit Ceinture started from the initiative of a master student Archi-
tecture and Urban Planning, Rien van de Wal, who did her master dissertation on the inner 
Ring Road of Brussels. Her research included a proposal to drastically reduce the traffic of 
the ring road, opening up the possibility for different interpretations and opportunities. 
The Brussels inner ring road today is an urban freeway around the historic city centre 
of Brussels. This freeway exists of tunnels, slip roads and car parks. The road is used for 
transits and passage, but it remains a barrier that is difficult to cross, isolating the centre 
from the rest of Brussels and vice versa.  

Rien Van de wall, together with Wim Menten created a website to make the content 
of the research accessible to a broader public.  Together with actors from the Brussels 
academic and urban landscape, the urban planners Rien and Wim initiated a debate in 
Kaaitheater in Brussels on the future of boulevards and the possibility of the inner ring 
Road of Brussels in which Brussels politicians were given a chance to talk. The inner ring 
Road can be more than just a space for traffic. It could include and provide services to the 
city and its inhabitants: squares, economic activities, parks, water, a place to walk and to 
cycle. The redevelopment of ring roads in the urban fabric can improve the environment 
of the neighbourhoods and make a shift to a different type of mobility. 

Brussels Academy, as one of the actors involved, operated as an interface between the 
academics and the citizen’s public that was not yet involved in the project. Brussels Acad-
emy developed a trajectory of five workshop days consisting of three parts: 

1. Neighbourhood analysis 
2. Lunch Exposé 
3. Co-production Table

Format: workshop :  site-visit & analysis , presentation , coproduction table 
Area: Inner Ring Road
Topic: Bye Bye Petite Ceinture

Figure 26: Output of a follow-up debate concerning the inner ring road and its development
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For these workshop days the inner 
ring road of Brussels was divided into 
four areas. Every day each group, con-
sisting of students, academics and ac-
tivist citizens, was given one part. In 
the morning each group visited their 
site and conducted an analysis on the 
neighbourhood. The participants were 
guided by one ‘expert’, a researcher, 
an architect, a sociologist, …, some-
one who had already done work on 
this area. During lunchtime the groups 
gathered in ‘La Maison des Cultures’ in 
Molenbeek to discuss what priorities 
should be tackled in each part of the 
inner ring road. At the end of this exer-
cise these ideas were given output by 
means of post its. 

In the afternoon people with plan-
ning experience were invited to in-
troduce the group to certain skills, for 
example ‘how to read a plan’. These 
skills could then be put to use in the 
co-production tables where a mix of 
people with opposite interests worked 
together on the questions that were 
brought up during the lunch exposé. 
Together, these people started look-
ing at what the city needed instead 
of looking at their personal needs 
from the city. By raising the debate 
and initiating a learning process Brus-
sels Academy aspires to make people 
aware of the city and its needs. 

After the workshop week 'Bye Bye 
Petit Ceinture' , six additional debates 
were held discussing different con-
struction sites along the ring road.
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Centre for Humanities Research (CHR)

Context

The end of apartheid (1994) converged with a substantial increase in global technologi-
cal resources. At the same time new questions of climate change, global warming, poverty 
and food security demanded the greater attention of institutions of higher education. As 
a historic coloured university, The University of the Western Cape has, since its start, been 
concerned with the role it has to play in the production of new notions of social cohesion 
and anti-racism. It is within this context that CHR was born independently as ‘a Flagship 
for Critical Thought’ as a part of the University of the Western Cape. 

CHR was initially formed in the 70s as a research institute for coloured history, the In-
stitute for Historical Research (IHR). In 2006 the institute had evolved, and it became the 
site for a major influx of African Scholars. The decision was made to rename and re-pur-
pose the institute into the Centre for humanities research (CHR). It became a university 
centre with one foot in the humanities and the arts and the other foot in UWC. The study 
of the humanities offers, in a fast-changing social context of a post-apartheid society, cre-
ative opportunities for dealing with the questions of globalisation, rapid technological 
change, and the legacies of colonialism and apartheid.  

Centre for Humanities Research  
Interviewees: Premesh Lalu, Ilze Wolff
Website: https://www.chrflagship.uwc.ac.za/ 
City: Cape Town

Vision

CHR as a ‘Flagship for Critical Thought’ is an institutional component of UWC, estab-
lished in light of the revision of the study of humanities  in South Africa, in the after-
math of apartheid. The Flagship operates in an exceptional manner towards an idea of 
‘post-apartheid’, an idea beyond the construction of differences in race, class and gender 
that continues to be entangled in South African society. CHR has emerged as a critical 
space  in South Africa for graduate education in the Humanities. It balances academic 
scholarship with cultural practices on an international level as well as within the local 
context, extending its experiments into the communities of the Cape Flats.  CHR, as part 
of the University of the Western Cape, is a place that confronts researches with artistic 
practices. It brings out knowledge production from non-academic environments in an 
unconventional way and tries to bring the humanities on the same level.  CHR focuses on 
collaborations that implement new approaches to pedagogy in the humanities that link 
university-based research with visual and performing arts.

The Flagship was founded on three research themes: ‘Aesthetic education’, ‘The becom-
ing technical of the human’ and ‘Migrating Violence’. To enhance public engagement, the 
Flagship was initially set up in two different locations within Cape Town. At the first lo-
cation, ‘the Dullah Omar Centre for Critical Thought in African Humanities’ (DOCCTAH) 
in Athlone, public lecture series are held.  A second location, the Factory of the Arts, has 
been established in the former District Six, an area characterised by forced removals. 
Recently a third location, an arts-based space of higher learning, in Woodstock is in con-
struction. By locating a humanities centre in areas where apartheid faced a specific limit, 
the Flagship is able to enhance the potential of humanities in South Africa and beyond. 

CHR is building a humanities discourse on the concept of post-apartheid, within the 
relationship between the human and technology. The one main question within CHR was 
and still is: how do the humanities get shaped as a discourse at a university that was 
formed by apartheid, that resisted apartheid and needed to rethink itself in a post-apart-
heid reality? CHR has thought about UWC, the city, the national and international scene 
in relation to this one pertinent question.

Figure 27: Mainpage CHR
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CHR is convened in a partnership with:

• SARChI Chair in Social Change, University of Fort 
Hare

• Interdisciplinary Centre for the Study of Global 
Change, University of Minnesota.

• South African Contemporary History and Humani-
ties Seminar

Other partners and people CHR is working with include:

• National & International Partners: Leading humani-
ties institutions :With the support of sixteen inter-
national and five national institutions, CHR aims to 
enhance scholarly exchange around its three main 
research platforms. These partners are, among oth-
ers: Jackman Institute for the Humanities at the Uni-
versity of Toronto, The Alle School of Fine Arts and 
Design in Addis Ababa, the Makerere Institute for 
Social Change at Makerere University in Uganda,  the 
Universidad Nacional de San Martin in Buenos Aires, 
The Jawarhalal Nehru University in India.

• Net Vir Pret: Net vir Pret works with children and 
youth from deprived communities in the Overberg 
(Barrydale/Swellendam Municipal Area), including 
those living on the farms. 

• University of the Western Cape
• Handspring Puppet Company
• Ukwanda Puppetry
• Artist in residence
• Doctoral, honours, postdoctoral, master’s students
• Visiting scholars/fellows

The research platforms of CHR are funded by grants from:
• Andrew W. Mellon Foundation
• The National Research Foundation of South Africa
• The National Institute for the Humanities and Social 

Sciences

The humanities, as a discourse that places the university in direct relation to society, 
assumes a transnational orientation, offering different perspectives on the world we live 
in. In that sense, CHR’s brings the notion of post-apartheid beyond a South-African expe-
rience from the past, into dialogue with people around the world. 

They work together with a range of humanities centres and institutes locally and inter-
nationally towards redeveloping interests in the humanities through pedagogical projects 
aimed at encouraging future generations of educators and art practitioners in Cape Town 
and beyond. CHR is designed to host students, researchers, professors and intellectuals 
from South African universities as well as public institutions (museums, schools, archives 
& art galleries) or national and international research institutes. CHR brings together dif-
ferent actors in a collaborative design to build together a post-apartheid South Africa to 
foster the future generation of humanities scholars, educators, practitioners.

CHR is exceptional in their creation of partnerships across and between institutions, 
universities, schools, public arts projects, museums, archives and art galleries. The centre 
has a particular international character and is an important actor within the academic 
world.  

Who sits at the table?
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CHR has identified several research platforms, inviting scholars and artists to work on 
these topics in different formats: workshops, conferences, lectures, meetings, colloquia, 
seminars, exhibitions, art events. Once a year CHR organises a Winter School committed 
to creating a space for discussion on the humanities beyond the geo-historical frame-
work of South Africa. This past year, defined by the pandemic crisis, CHR has bet on im-
plementing digital formats such as online seminars, festivals, talks, interviews and pod-
casts. By working on these themes, a rich and intellectual space is created that can make 
an intersection of institutions, practices and discourses that society asks the humanities 
to think about.

CHR is working on several intertwining themes:

• Aesthetic education
• The human & technology
• Citizenship, migration & political violence
• Political theory & philosophy
• Visual history & theory: Visual History is a thematic format at CHR that promotes a 

critical engagement with the image in relation to other forms of knowledge produc-
tion. Within the course interdisciplinary approaches to images are explored as a way 
of rethinking history, society and culture.

• Performance & kinetic objects : This thematic research encourages artistic practic-
es and research projects such as puppetry to create new perspectives on predica-
ments in the African landscape and comprehend the dynamics of change. 

• Transformative constitutionalism: This theme concerns the widening of the circuits 
of knowledge production to move towards an equitable inclusion of thinkers and 
institutes from excluded locations as well as the need to identify the future of the 
university.

During an interview with Premesh Lalu, it became clear that what CHR has been looking 
at places where sense and perception can be re-linked to each other. In what follows, 
several areas of focus will be highlighted as well as the reason CHR is operating on these 
spaces or places.

How are they operating?

Where are they operating?
What spaces are they looking at

"At the end of the day, the only way to break up the legacy of apartheid  is to relink sense 
and perception. In other words what you feel and what you comprehend about what you 
feel." -Lalu

Cape Town CBD and the Cape Flats are a direct result of apartheid planning. A planning that 
created a spatial form that allowed little integration between the two sides. What the Univer-
sity of the Western Cape has done effectively is create a new axis between the Cape Flats and 
the city through the Greatmore building (CHR) in Woodstock and the J.S Marais Hospital in 
Bellville. In other words, it has cut right through the middle of apartheid planning. It has put 
health and art in a relationship to the city. This is quite astounding for the significance of the 
public sphere and the relationship of a post-apartheid spatial imaginary. -Lalu
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Format: Seminars,  Exhibitions, ...

Area: 
Cape Town City Centre
Bellville
Observatory

CHR, who is located at the UWC cam-
pus in Bellville, has organised several 
events in Cape Town City Centre and 
the Neighbourhood ‘Observatory’ 
bringing the university to the ‘City Cen-
tre’ of Cape Town.  

Castle of Good Hope 

Cape Town Science Centre

CHR main location @UWC Campus

Bellville Art Centre

City Hall

Alexander Bar

Iziko South African National Gallery

Theatre Arts Admin Collective
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Observatory

In Cape Town Science Centre a public di-
alogue with jazz musicians ‘Conversa-
tions: Hilton Schilder’ was organised

Theatre Arts Admin Collective, Wesley 
Street
• A performance of Ife and Bilal, a 

story told through live, improvised 
visual and musical performance. 
This work is based on the perform-
ers’ research with the Recentring 
AfroAsia project (UCT) and the 
Centre for Humanities Research 
(UWC), exploring pre-colonial mi-
grations across the Indian Ocean.

• A Public Conversation with Ma-
mela Nyamza (an award-winning 
artist, choreographer, dancer and 
performer)

• ‘Warona’ puppetry theatre show: 
the story explores questions of 
street justice, and community re-
sponses to drug culture in the 
Western Cape.

Cape Town City Centre

Castle of Good Hope is hosting a perma-
nent exhibition on Athlone ‘Athlone in 
Mind’

City Hall: The exhibition ‘Interruptions’ 
on liberation posters from the commu-
nity arts project archive.

Alexander Bar, 76 Strand Street, Cape 
Tow: a performance of Ne’er So Much 
The Ape, a work produced, directed and 
written by Professor Jane Taylor.

Iziko South African National Gallery: The 
exhibition ‘Interruptions’ on liberation 
posters from the community arts pro-
ject archive.

Bellville

Bellville, in becoming the second node 
of Cape Town, has become a strategic 
site of UWC’s conception of a multi sit-
ed university that places its research in 
direct relationship to the needs of soci-
ety through the construction of a new 
nurse school at the former J.S. Marais 
hospital. CHR as a part of UWC is well 
aware of this involvement.

The Centre for Humanities Research 
houses its offices on the main campus 
of the University of the Western Cape 
(similar to Brussels Academy) in the old 
library building. Apart from its ‘admin-
istrative’ functions on the main campus, 
CHR also organises the weekly ‘South 
African Contemporary History and Hu-
manities Seminar’ which hosts local 
and international guest speakers, as 
well as lectures, exhibitions, colloquia, 
workshops, …  At the moment UWC 
(and CHR) is reflecting on developing 
an archival collection of liberation arts 
in collaboration with the Roben Island 
Museum, an island about 20 kilometres 
off of the shore from Cape Town’ city 
centre. This archive, containing a huge 
academic resource, will need to face 
outwards, connecting with people in 
the Cape Flats (and others) who don’t 
have access to this museum.

In the Bellville Art Centre CHR has exhib-
ited ‘Uncontained’, a collection of art-
works from the Community Arts Project 
(CAP). Figure 28 : Liberation Poster CAP, Exhibition 'Uncontained' @Belleville Art Centre
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Area: Athlone

Athlone, the first neighbourhood of the cape flats, 
at the edge of the former white area, was an area 
district composed of group areas31 , a micro-cos-
mos that reflects the problem of apartheid in a way 
it is not visible: Petty Apartheid32  , the physical seg-
regation of facilities according to race, is a spatial 
transformation that enters the psychic structure of 
everyday life. CHR was looking at Athlone at the 
same time Louise Huba, an architecture student from 
the University of Ghent, was writing a dissertation in 
light of a partnership between UWC and the depart-
ment of Architecture and Urban Planning, on differ-
ent narratives of Athlone. One of the chapters in her 
dissertation elaborated on how people transgress 
space in Athlone. The places that cut across each 
other, the intersections between two group areas, 
often a desolate green strip or infrastructure. These 
crossovers are a way of undermining the structures 
of apartheid planning but at the same time they 
show how difficult petty apartheid is to break up. 
At the same time of this research of investigating 
cross-over spaces by Louise Huba, Premesh Lalu, the 
former director of CHR, analysed the same phenom-
enon through cinema and jazz in Athlone. During 
apartheid, Athlone had four cinemas scattered over 
less than one kilometre. On a Saturday about 8000 
people, from different areas and classes would go 
and watch a movie. The research on Athlone looks at 
cinema and jazz as producers of cross over spaces of 
sound, senses and images. 
“Once a place of cinema, politics and music, Athlone is 
now an abandoned site of public arts, a site reduced to 
a memory of apartheid’s atrocity, in a city that accords it 
the status of a place, but not a space.” – Lalu

31 Group areas were a method used by apartheid (plan-
ning) to house different race groups in areas solely for them. These 
group areas were often separated from each other through wide 
lanes of grass, topographical elements e.g. a creek or infrastructure. 
Athlone was composed of native, coloured, Indian and white group 
areas. These group areas in Athlone were then internally divided by 
class.
32 Apartheid is often divided into two: petty and grand 
apartheid. Petty Apartheid was the most visible side of Apartheid. It 
is the practice of segregation in the daily life, in restaurants, railway 
cars, buses, swimming pools and other public facilities. Grand 
apartheid is the system of racially based laws that limit the personal 
freedom of all Black South Africans blacks from equal access to land 
and political rights.

The Guga S’thebe Community Centre 
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The Dullah Omar Centre For Critical Thought in 
Athlone is one of the physical locations where CHR 
as a Flagship has hosted lectures. 

In The Guga S’thebe Community Centre in Lan-
ga, CHR has hosted a public conversation with jazz 
drumming god Louis Moholo and the album Launch 
of Reza Kotha who at the time was an artist in resi-
dence at the Factory of the Arts. 

“Over the twentieth century, Athlone became 
an important hub: a space where commerce and 
trade, travel and study, political resistance and 
cultural production of the townships of the Cape 
Flats converged and flourished. In many ways, 
these dynamic convergences were enabled by Ath-
lone’s physical location, a kind of portal connect-
ing Cape Town’s suburbs and the townships of the 
Cape Flats. In the 1970s and 80s, these were also 
enabled by personal, artistic, intellectual and po-
litical relations between artists, intellectuals and 
activists in Athlone, Guguletu and Langa. Over the 
past years, Athlone has come to stand as a proper 
name for debates, discussions and intellectual ex-
periments at the Centre for Humanities Research”.  
– Grunebaum 

Figure 29 : Segregation ‘infrastructure’: a strip of grass between two areas in Athlone

Figure 30: Klipfontein Road, in Athlone, is a busy artery with modern shops and cinema’s (1973, Bell Mollen
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Right alongside the Castle of Good 
Hope, a gaping open space reveals 
itself. District Six, once a vibrant and 
lively neighbourhood formed by im-
migrants, is now a scar in the heart of 
Cape Town. District Six as a diverse and 
lively community symbolised the oppo-
site of what the apartheid government, 
inaugurated by the National Party com-
ing into power in 1948, needed people 
to believe and accept. During the apart-
heid regime, in 1966, over thirty-three 
thousand people were evicted from 
District Six, and the district was formally 
proclaimed a white area. The govern-
ment motivated the scheme as ‘urban 
renewal’, implemented by the desig-
nated Committee on the Rehabilitation 
of Depressed Areas. The intentions of 
the government were clear: the area 
was a multicultural slum that formed 
a threat and needed to be disposed 
of. District Six proves to be a particu-
lar case amongst the many evictions of 
non-white neighbourhoods during the 
apartheid regime.

The redevelopment of District Six was 
contested by a civilian movement 
‘Hands of District Six’ in 1988. From this 
movement, the District Six Museum 
was constructed in 1994 to support for-
mer residents that filed a land claim for 
the District, as the Restitution of Land 
Rights Act was put into place to restore 
or compensate people for the loss of 
their land during the apartheid regime. 
The District Six Museum has hosted 
workshops, exhibitions and concerts in 
partnership with CHR.

Area: District Six
Format: Workshops, Exhibitions, 
Concerts, Education, ...

District Six Museum

Factory of the Arts
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The Factory of the Arts on the edge of district six, 
is one of the main locations where CHR is operat-
ing from. The Factory of The Arts is located on the 
edge of the City of Cape Town, between changing 
worlds, close to a new artistic community:

“The Factory of the Arts is a space that exists on 
the edge of the city of Cape Town, between chang-
ing worlds, and at the cusp of a new artistic com-
munity. It constitutes a community of artists that 
exist apart from the main commercial structures of 
the broader Cape Town scene; an inevitable emer-
gence of thinkers and creators unencumbered by 
the pressures of the market that shapes so much of 
the art world. We also exist as a caveat to the un-
regulated gentrification of the city.” –  Itumeleng 
Wa Lehulere

 Together with the precedents of the Commu-
nity Arts movements  of the 70s and 80s and the 
Handspring Puppet Company, CHR established the 
Factory of the Arts in order to bring humanities re-
search and arts practices in closer dialogue with a 
rapid appearance of new digital and other technol-
ogies, a result of the process of globalisation, that 
were set in motion at the same time apartheid was 
ended. 

The Factory of the Arts seeks to activate engage-
ment with artists, scholars, public and commu-
nities to creatively think about a post-apartheid 
society in the current societal challenges focusing 
on aesthetic education in relation to the humani-
ties by means of performance, photography, music, 
film-making, … 

Artists in residence get a chance to practice their 
profession in a creative and interdisciplinary col-
laboration. Working with the Handspring Puppet 
Company, Net vir Pret in the township of Barrydale 
(a rural community arts initiative) and schools in 
the Cape Flats, the Factory of the Arts has tried to 
respond to re-activating arts education in relation 
to spatiality.  Critical arts education is brought to-
gether with the local context in connecting artistic 
activity back to areas in which the arts have been 
neglected. The Factory of the Arts is an experiment 

in arts, humanities, education that re-imagines the 
spatial relations of the city and beyond.

“In 2015, these experiments (in Athlone) cul-
minated in the establishment of an arts educa-
tion initiative, The Factory of the Arts, which has 
brought artists in residence together from across 
a wide array of creative disciplines – from music, 
theatre, visual and photographic arts to puppetry – 
enabling a spirit of collaborative experimentation 
across disciplines and genres.” – Grunebaum   

12-6-2021 73 Chapel St - Google Maps

https://www.google.com/maps/place/Chapel+Church/@-33.9288872,18.4359419,3a,90y,180.06h,88.74t/data=!3m7!1e1!3m5!1s81ul_4-GmkB_qvQRVBt3Gg!2e0!6shttps:%2F%2Fstreetviewpixels-pa.googleapis.com%2Fv1%2Fthumbnail%3Fpanoid%3D81ul_4-GmkB_qvQRVBt3Gg%26cb_client%3Dsearch.gws-prod.gps%26w%3D86%26h%3D86%26yaw%3D193.03021%26pitch%3D0%26thumbfov%3D100!7i13312!8i6656!4m13!1m7!3m6!1s0x1dcc5… 1/1
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73 Chapel St

Figure 31 :Factory of the Art Chapel Street 106 

Figure 33 :Courtyard Factory of the Arts, a mural of District Six done by artists of Community Arts Project (est. 
1980’s)   

Figure 32 : This poster was made for the anouncement 
of a CAP exhibition (1989)
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Between 2016 and 2019, in the post-
graduate course in Visual History or-
ganised by CHR, assignments and pro-
jects have been undertaken within a 
specific area of Cape Town, the historic 
Voortrekker Road, resulting in several 
exhibitions. Mathias Cornille and Kon-
stantijn Verbrugge, two students at 
Ghent University, participated in this 
photography class ‘visual history’ by Pa-
tricia Hayes. Their dissertation ‘Recast-
ing Voortrekker’ addresses the history 
and different aspects of Voortrekker 
Road and its adjacent neighbourhoods 
as well as the porosity of these different 
neighbourhoods towards the street. 

“Soon we understood just how com-
plex and diverse the fragmented 
puzzle of Voortrekker is. The eight-
een-kilometre strip cannot be cap-
tured in a single paradigm. Voortrek-
ker is caught between the haves and 
the have-nots, between the world-fa-
mous Cape Town CBD and the infa-
mous townships.” -Cornille and Ver-
brugge

Area: Voortrekker Road
Format: Courses on Visual History

“Voortrekker Road simultaneously constitutes a place of separation and transgression, exempli-
fying the temporal complexity of South Africa as a society in transition. On Voortrekker Road, 
we see not only South Africa’s segregationist city planning, but foreign nationals from Africa, 
the Middle East and Asia, the struggle for economic survival and xenophobic tensions. The per-
petual flow of people and products carries with it an inherent sense of displacement, everybody 
is rendered an outsider somewhere along the road. While this lack of a close-knit community is 
clearly alienating to some, to others it provides an, albeit ambiguous, opportunity to blend in, 
resulting in a quotidian tableau of urban life.” - Ferguson
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In 1938 the main road leading out 
of Cape Town towards Stellenbosch 
and its hinterland was named ‘Voor-
trekker Road’. The expansion of Cape 
Town’s population led to a financial 
segregation with poor people forced 
to settle out into the hinterland, away 
from the centre. This was followed by 
the forced removals of coloured and 
black inhabitants outside of the Cen-
tral Business district (CBD) for which 
neighbourhoods and townships were 
erected in the Cape Flats. The neigh-
bourhoods to the north of the road 
were mostly inhabited by white Afri-
kaners while the south was preserved 
for the coloured townships. Each 
neighbourhood that is connected to 
the road encounters a different rela-
tion to it. Some are planned parallel to 
the road, missing any connection with 
it or the other side for that fact, while 
others are transversal to the road thus 

addressing the importance of the road 
and interaction with it. Some are pure-
ly residential while others have a com-
bination of residential, industrial and 
commercial activities. Petty Apartheid 
has left little islands along the road.  

Connecting the CBD to the hin-
terland and the later economic hub 
Bellville, Voortrekker Road had be-
come an economic backbone of the 
city, attracting private developers 
and new residential quarters such as 
Pinelands were established. The six-
ties brought a shift of economic ac-
tivity from the CBD towards the mod-
ern suburbs. Voortrekker road slowly 
became flanked by commercial and 
local industrial activities, as well as 
scrap yards, gas stations and car re-
pair shops.  In the 1970s the N1 and N2 
highways on either side of the corri-
dor were built, leaving Voortrekker 
Road behind. 

Figure 34: Voortrekker Road (Cornille & Verbrugge)
“Caught between its old banalities 

and major redevelopment, Voortrek-
ker Road is seeing a rebirth with large 
numbers of immigrants living in cheap 
rentals and making their presence felt. 
Now it has become Africa’s gateway to 
the city.” [FLACTAH]

Voortrekker Road is evolving, as 
the local concept is making way for 
the global one. Where the street was 
once a place to stop, stroll and win-
dow shop, it has become a corridor of 
movement with large shopping malls 
for a car-driven society. The local 
stores have closed off their side to the 
road and have quite literally turned 
their backs on Voortrekker, eventual-

ly even evolving in office spaces. On 
the end of the Road lies Bellville CBD, 
which, despite the promise of becom-
ing Cape Town’s second node, is rather 
in a state of decay than a state of gran-
deur. Companies have moved their 
offices out of Bellville CBD, adjacent 
to Voortrekker road and East-African 
migrants brought new commerce to 
the area. 

At night the desolate parking lots 
and vast open spaces between the dif-
ferent islands accommodate illegal ac-
tivities and an easy escape. The night 
turns the busy corridor into a shadow 
lurking creep show where one must 
not wander.

Figure 35: Voortrekker Road (Cornille & Verbrugge)
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Area: Woodstock
Topic: Arts and Humanities Centre

At the moment CHR is in the midst of 
establishing an ‘off-campus’ arts and 
humanities centre located in the suburb 
of Woodstock, which is currently being 
re-branded as Cape Town’s new ‘crea-
tive district’. Woodstock, located right 
next to Cape Town’s CBD, is a historical 
district of the city. It is a neighbourhood 
where the ‘unworkability of apartheid’ 
was exemplified, being an exception to 
the Group Areas Act in Cape Town and 
a ‘grey area’ where the ‘apartheid law’ 
was not as strictly taken. 

CHR and the University of the Western 
Cape have begun the refurbishment 
of a derelict former school building in 
Greatmore Street in Woodstock. To-
gether with Wolff architects they are in 
the middle of realizing a new model of 
arts education. With the infrastructural 
investment supported by government, 
CHR, as a national Flagship, is being 
able to pursue its objectives within a 
facility. 

Greatmore Building
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For UWC, the new centre could fit its ambitions 
considering outreach and engagement within the 
city of Cape Town. Geographically, Woodstock is 
the closest location to the CBD for UWC.  The new 
centre at Greatmore Street 66 is trying to breach 
the lines drawn by apartheid, both mentally and 
physically. The Centre as a project of CHR be-
comes a voice in engaging with both the apartheid 
legacy and Cape Town's spatial questions. This 
building is the physical creation of an aesthetic 
education at a University where there used to be 
no place for the aesthetics. The Greatmore build-
ing is an educational project in which national 
and international partners that include Ukwanda 
Puppetry and Design Collective, the Handspring 
Puppet Company, documentary filmmakers, jazz 
musicians, and visual artists work together in a 
dynamic project conceived to re-imagine UWC 
as a university in the city and the world. CHR be-
lieves that the apartheids legacy is resting on the 
division between sense and perception, which 
is why the arts is so essential in undoing petty 
apartheid and its psychic structure. In this space 
of collaboration, the Centre for Humanities Re-
search envisions an intervention that imagines a 
future beyond the constraints of the divided city. 
This opening of “the doors of learning” reinvigor-
ates a vision for the university, inviting artists and 
scholars to build that future for UWC and the city 
together.  

The Centre for Humanities Research at the Uni-
versity of the Western Cape has embraced the con-
ceptual idea of motion as a keystone of its theo-
retical explorations of the Subject and its Objects. 
CHR is built on the concept of kinetic arts. Kinetic 
arts are important to rethink the political forma-
tion in the modern world that is built around the 
idea of things belonging in their place. Kinetics as a 
discipline of mobilities rather than fixities inaugu-
rate movement across spaces, to ensure that those 
spaces do not become hardened or brutal in their 
usage which is what happened during apartheid.  A 
building has the potential to create a kinetic en-
ergy, it can move things, it can stir emotions, it 
can awaken the senses, it can bring about a critical 
conversation in society. 

The Greatmore building is a kinetic project. The 
Greatmore Building will connect both people from 
the rural areas, like Barrydale and Dwarsriver Valley, 
as well as the Cape Flats, who have been exclud-
ed from the urban fabric for too long, to the city 
of Cape Town.  A building for Woodstock as well 

as for students of UWC who have never 
before gained access to the city. By giv-
ing them access to a place in the city, a 
mobility from the cape flats is set in mo-
tion. Besides this, Greatmore will also be 
the place for youth from the Barrydale 
lab, which takes place every year, to work 
on their projects for the end of the year 
parade in Barrydale. A mobility from ur-
ban to rural is set in motion. By linking 
The Greatmore building in Woodstock 
located in the urban area of Cape Town 
to the peri-urban, where UWC is located 
to the rural, CHR (and UWC) is creating a 
fundamental break in the logic of apart-
heid Spatial planning. The Greatmore ex-
periment brings up flows, circulation and 
mobilities of youth bringing and taking 
projects back and forth beyond the bor-
ders, logics and geography of apartheid 
planning. The building reflects the Uni-
versity of the Western Cape’s post-apart-
heid imagination.

Figure 36: The Greatmore Building outside

Figure 37: The Greatmore Building inside
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Area: Barrydale
Format: Puppetry

For the past ten years the Centre for Humanities 
Research’s Laboratory of Kinetic Objects has been 
engaged in a mutual education and arts initiative 
(along with partners Net Vir Pret, Handspring Puppet 
Company, uKwanda Puppetry and Design Collective, 
and Magpie Collective) in the village of Barrydale. 
Barrydale is located on the border of the Overberg 
and Klein Karoo regions of the Western Cape Prov-
ince, about a three-hour drive (280km) from the 
Cape Town City Centre. The town still shows the leg-
acy of the apartheid era when it was divided into two 
areas separating white inhabitants from non-white. 
Each year, giant hand-made puppets in the shape of 
animals, insects and futuristic robots have performed 
and danced down the streets of Barrydale. Puppetry 
arts, as a kinetic practice, can address themes such 
as gender, identity, the subject-object relation and 
legacies of the past in order to comprehend the dy-
namics of change in a post-apartheid South Africa. In 
the 2019 parade ‘the final spring’ the show focused 
on climate change. The online show of this year ‘Re-
boot Eden’ was about recovering nature.

 During the interviews 
with Premesh Lalu, Larry Pokpas, Loïs 
Dippenaar and Laurine Platzky, a school 
of agriculture mentioned and the possi-
bility for a long-term spot for the UWC 
at Boschendal was. The dissertation of 
Robbrecht Vertstraeten, Stories of an 
African Farm, helped pique the interest 
of the university as a partner to the Bo-
schendal Farm Estate, acknowledging 
that its history and DNA lies in the rural, 
since part of the first batch of black stu-
dents and professors originated from 
these rural edges of the city. It is a ru-
ral public space that can be connected 
to the Centre of Humanities Research, 
a place where rural outreach can be 
installed for example building a com-
munity health facility in the Boschen-
dal area. By linking the urban with the 
rural, CHR is trying its best in breaking 
through the apartheid spatial planning.

Area: Boschendal
Topic: School of Agriculture

300 km60 km

Figure 38 : Vineyards in Boschendal (Verstraete)
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Figure 40: Reboot Eden day 3 'Walking with Elephants'
Figure 39: 'River and Redfin' Edition 2018
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Barrydale 300km

Boschendal 60 km
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The Stadsacademie

Context Stadsacademie
Interviewees: Thomas Block, Charlotte Prové, Michiel Dehaene
Website: https://www.stadsacademie.be   
City: Ghent

‘Stadsacademie’ developed out of a few initiatives: In 2011, the City of Ghent decided to 
think about climate challenges through transition management. Transition UGhent was 
founded as a platform that focuses on making the university sustainable in various areas: 
mobility, food, waste streams, etc. Within this context Michiel Dehaene, Philippe Derinck 
and Thomas De Block decided to set up the 'Platform for Sustainable Cities' that deployed 
research and education on urban issues for the city of Ghent. In an interdisciplinary set-
ting, different people could reflect on Ghent's challenging sustainability issues both as a 
social and an ecological fact. After an initial collaboration with the City of Ghent around 
"housing" and "food" in 2015 and 2016, in which the platform was considered a consult-
ant and the city considered itself a client, it became clear that a different approach was 
in order, away from the classic consultancy logic. In 2017, through the framework of the 
International Thematic Network SEDwise ('Sustainability education - Teaching and learn-
ing in the face of ‘wicked’ socio-ecological problems'), the idea of working with students 
emerged and the first contours for the Stadsacademie were formed. The question arose: 
how can we, using complex issues, engage in sustainability education?   After a visit to 
Uppsala, the Stadsacademie was inspired by the Swedish platform 'Kollaboratoriet', a col-
laboratorium that, by localising itself in an urban context, forms an accessible initiative 
where different actors can come together to discuss ongoing topics and projects of the 
University in Uppsala. 

In the course of 2017, the Stadsacademie started to grow, carried by a select group of 
engaged professors and researchers, and several projects were set up focused on the 
synergy between education, research and services. These projects crystallised in several 
formats such as the session at the STAM (City Museum Ghent), the Master Thesis Ateliers, 
the course 'sustainable cities' ... Nevertheless, the commitment of these few professors 
was not enough and the need for more support, scaling up and developing a sustainable 
collaboration with the city of Ghent was needed. At the end of 2019, Stadsacademie be-
came an Interdisciplinary Research Consortium (IDC) and the Research Council of UGh-
ent approved the employment of the coordinator Charlotte Prové for the Stadsacademie. 
Her position is part of the operation of Interdisciplinary Consortia (IDCs) that aim to 
support thematically focused collaborations with a social purpose. 

Vision

The goal of Stadsacademie is to relate ‘wicked’ sustainability questions to its own con-
text, namely the city of Ghent, being not only the inner-city centre but also including its 
19th and 20th century belt. The Stadsacademie is keenly aware of the privilege given to 
explore local issues which are taken as a starting point. This in turns makes them inter-
vene on the status quo of ‘the university’. They aim to have a societal impact by focusing 
on socio-ecological transition, to experiment with knowledge and strategies to tackle 
‘wicked’ issues and to work in an inter-and transdisciplinary setting.

The vision of Stadsacademie is clear. They want to develop transdisciplinary knowledge 
on urban sustainability issues of Ghent.  At this moment humans are ever more confront-
ed with complex socio-ecological sustainability issues such as climate change, increasing 
poverty and social inequality, biodiversity loss, migration, diversity, aging demographics, 
etc. Stadsacademie has the ambition to focus on such issues within the city of Ghent 
and Ghent University. This often requires a multi- and transdisciplinary approach. On the 
one hand, in order to work on complex but context-based topics an interdisciplinary 
approach is created by bringing together four different theoretical and analytical per-
spectives: socio-spatial, political-governmental, socio-technical and economical. On the 
other hand, to achieve a social impact, the involvement of non-academic actors (transdis-
ciplinary) in knowledge production and change-oriented action is needed. 

Stadsacademie wishes to function as a collaboratorium that allows for an equal discus-
sion between academic and non-academic partners on urgent and complex context-based 
issues that are difficult to accommodate within the existing (compartmentalised) policy 
channels, short-term logics of operational contract research and the still-dominant dis-
ciplinary academic parcelling. In the long run they aspire to become a vehicle for discus-
sion about what Ghent would want to explore. 

Figure 41: Main Page Stadsacademie
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The Stadsacademie wants to build a community of academic and urban actors who 
jointly determine various sustainability issues in Ghent around which the Stadsacademie 
can actively work on through different formats.  Within this community following people/
actors are involved:

• The ‘core team’ including Michiel Dehaene Thomas Block, Griet Roets and Char-
lotte Prové

• The thirty-two promotors (part of the IDC) 
• The city of Ghent
• Civil society organisations 
• Researchers
• (PhD) Students
• Citizens

Who sits at the table?

'Stadsacademie is a place where we will explore and discover things, a place where we’re 
not yet certain of everything.’ – Block 

'Stadsacademie’ reflects on the importance of complexity, exploration, long-term and 
experimentation without folding to a consultancy setting. As a space where open debates 
can be conducted around issues the city of Ghent is facing. During the interview with 
Thomas Block, he explained that the choice of the name 'Stadsacademie’ stemmed from a 
vision of learning where the connotation of research does not take precedence. An acad-
emy not only linked to education and Ghent University but also to the city, where both 
UGhent and other higher education institutions, the city of Ghent and the policy makers, 
but also civil society groups, NGOs, companies, citizens, etc. can contribute to Ghent's 
urban questions.   In the vision of ‘Stadsacademie’, failure is allowed. Everyone is allowed 
to keep learning, promoters, students as well as the people of the city of Ghent.   

Since 2020, the Stadsacademie is framed in an interdisciplinary consortium of Ghent 
University in which thirty-two promoters of nine different faculties (all except for the 
Faculty of Veterinary Medicine and Faculty of Pharmaceutical Sciences) are involved. The 
advantage of the interdisciplinary consortium is that within Ghent University, at the cen-
tral level, the Stadsacademie is given confidence and resources to handle their transdis-
ciplinary character. The support within the policy of Ghent University to anchor sustaina-
bility, inter- and transdisciplinarity, and activate other educational work forms has grown 
enormously. The embedding in the University of Ghent ensures a legitimacy to talk about 
scientific issues.  The disadvantage of the embedding within this framework is the fact 
that Ghent University is organised on three pillars: the faculties, the departments and the 
research groups. Within the departments a point system determines how much money 
there is to spend. In other words, Ghent University is not organised to work transdisci-
plinary. Stadsacademie while being in this system is trying to work against this system, 
which is not ideal. 

Stadsacademie is an incubator designed for people on how to work transdisciplinary 
with other disciplines, around the sustainability challenges that the city of Ghent is fac-
ing. The Stadsacademie allows room for trial and error, with experimental learning and 
teaching methods that are not according to the status quo of a university. The main ac-
tors of the Stadsacademie can be placed in an equilateral triangle: student-promoter-ex-
ternal actor. 

The Stadsacademie aims to engage students who want to look beyond their own dis-
cipline, who are motivated and willing to broaden their perspective, as well as to fail, 
explore, and experiment around sustainability issues. The associated overlap and thus 
also the fading of the rigid roles as they are known today, as well as the shared search to-
wards what transdisciplinary can encompass, requires a vulnerable stance as a participant. 
Similarly, the teachers who participate in the workshops are committed to transdiscipli-
nary, interactive, challenge-based learning without functioning as authorities towards the 
students. The non-academic knowledge of external actors also plays an important role in 
this dialogue. By involving different perspectives on an issue, blind spots become clear, 
and dialogue can occur. In this way, the wickedness of certain issues can be studied from 
all vantage points.  
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To turn upside down – student-led model 
CEMUS

The Stadsacademie was inspired by an in-
itiative within the Uppsala University in 
Sweden. CEMUS started out as a frustration 
shared by two biology students, attending 
the Uppsala University in the early nineties: 
they were frustrated that the University 
didn’t seem connected to the world issues 
and the urgent issues around environment 
and development. Having only standard, 
impersonal lectures, they missed inter-
action within the university. This led to a 
draft in 1992, suggesting a new course to 
the University. The University rebounded 
the course and suggested that they could 
teach it as course coordinators, connected 
to a reference group of senior academics. 
To this day CEMUS, known for its long-
term and boundary transcending efforts to 
foster knowledge about environment and 
development issues, organises around 19 
student-led courses each year.

This student-led model tries to turn the 
hierarchy of the university upside down 
by giving students the opportunity of ini-
tiating courses and being in the driver seat 
of defining what the courses should teach, 
what problems they should tackle, whom 
should be invited for a lecture or a seminar 
and how the course should take place. The 
course coordinators can adjust or suggest 
changes in the mandatory course syllabus.  
Students who participate in the course, 
receive credits, students who organise the 
course, the coordinators, are employed 
through a basic recruitment process and 
are guided in their effort. The final exam-
ination is graded by an assigned profes-
sor. The course coordinators are guided 
in their process through various trainings 
and meetings on how to organise seminars, 
how to make a schedule, what topics to 
choose, …
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Where are they operating? A classroom and therefore a physically visible 
location became available to the Stadsacademie 
even before they had an organisation, structure or 
any financial support. The Green Hub, located in 
the heart of the academic centre of Ghent, next to 
the University Forum (UFO) and the Rector's Of-
fice, has been the permanent location for activities 
of the City Academy since 2017.   

'Even before we knew how we wanted to organ-
ize everything, we had been given a building, more 
specifically the Green Hub. Michiel and I looked 
at each other, 'what have they done to us now? ‘ 
– Block  

The Green Hub is an open space shared with the 
Green Office, an organisation that, along with stu-
dents, works on sustainability issues at UGhent. 
The layout of the space fits the logic of the Green 
Office rather than that of the Stadsacademie, mak-
ing it difficult to utilise the space to its full poten-
tial. Ideally, the Stadsacademie should have a space 
where the people of the city feel as much as home 
as the people of the University do. A space where 
the results of discussions, drawings and models 
can be exhibited. A space where there is room 
for consultation but also for working in silence. A 
space that is not only accessible but involves the 
outside world. 

When asked during an interview where the Stad-
sacademie would like to be located, it deviated 
from the Green Hub. Stadsacademie’s ‘ideal’ space 
in the city would be more approachable by citizens 
than it is today, as being located next to the rector-
ate, in the midst of the university centre, creates a 
high threshold for non-academic actors. The Stad-
sacademie requires a space that belongs as much 
to the inhabitants of Ghent as the University of 
Ghent. A space made up of rooms for talking and 
rooms for working in silence or small groups. 

In light of their ideal place, where both the cit-
izens of Ghent and the students, professors and 
researchers of Ghent feel welcome, the Stadsacad-
emie has also hosted events/sessions/exhibitions 
in the Krook and the STAM. 

Stadsacademie
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How are they operating? What spaces are they looking at?

To provide

After a visit to Uppsala, the Stadsacademie 
was inspired by the Swedish platform 'Kol-
laboratoriet' , a collaboratorium run by CE-
MUS, hat, by localising itself in the urban 
landscape, forms an accessible initiative 
where different actors can come together 
to discuss ongoing topics and projects of 
the University in Uppsala. Kollaboratoriet 
is a physical space located within a former 
bank branch on the main shopping street 
in Uppsala close to the river. Within this 
collaboratorium a multi-purpose space is 
provided for different activities, meetings 
and brainstorms. A place to cross bound-
aries and open up the dialogue between 
academia and civil society. A space where 
crossover of science and art in light of 
the global challenges can be discussed.  A 
space in which new ideas for a sustainable 
future can be addressed.

Within the community sustainability issues are put on the table that, through formats 
like master thesis ateliers, stadsacademie sessions, short term action-research and ac-
tion-education, result in long-term research projects by virtue of the preparatory work 
done by many stakeholders (both academic and non-academic).

At the moment Stadsacademie is working on the construction of a new website that 
will also include an important archive. In the long-term Stadsacademie wants to operate 
through trajectories concerning a broad range of urban sustainability issue. These trajec-
tories will be drawn by different actors through different activities within the Stadsacad-
emie: sessions, workshops, education, research, public events, …

Interesting within the operation of the Stadsacademie is their potential of experimen-
tal forms of education and research to get transdisciplinary discussions off the ground 
and host them. Action-research and action-education are two important formats that 
are relevant for the sustainability questions the university and Ghent are dealing with. 
Together with the stadsacademie sessions, the research projects often give way for ac-
tion-education and master thesis ateliers concerning the research themes. Additionally, 
the master thesis ateliers are a specific format in which a group of students from different 
disciplines work on a shared problem within the same (territorial) area of focus (within 
Ghent). These students are supervised by transdisciplinary composite groups existing of 
both promotors of Ghent university as well as non-academic actors.  Other formats in 
Stadsacademie are sessions and lectures.

COMMUNITY --> FORMATS --->  RESEARCH TRAJECTORIES

Figure 42: Poster Lecture @STAM
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Format: to scout – Stadsacademie Session

The Stadsacademie targets issues that are rele-
vant to both the University and to the City of Gh-
ent as well as other urban actors. Most activities 
within the Stadsacademie start from the organisa-
tion of a ‘stadsacademiesessie’. These sessions pro-
vide fruitful thought tracks for the master thesis 
ateliers.

A Stadsacademie session serves to explore with 
partners, coming from inside and outside of the 
university, possible themes around which to work 
on in the forthcoming years. Within these sessions 
open seminars or workshops are organised where 
academics, policy makers and other actors from 
the city of Ghent try to identify shared ‘matter 
of concern’ (Latour, 2004) . The sessions make it 
abundantly clear how ‘Stadsacademie’ explicitly 
departs from content and the recognition of the 
intrinsic complexity of Ghent's sustainability is-
sues. Moreover, the collaboration within ‘Stadsa-
cademie’ depends on the achievement of finding a 
common definition of the issue and the translation 
into concrete research questions that can be ad-
dressed by students.   

 The exhibition at STAM in 2017 was a first ses-
sion at the moment the University of Ghent existed 
for 200 years. Lectures and workshops were then 
organized in the Abbey church to explore togeth-
er the operation of the Stadsacademie in its early 
stage.

These Sessions are usually organised in two parts, 
a lecture followed by a debate in which different 
actors take place. Topics such as densification, 
arrival cities, living in diversity, food question, 
off-campus development, mobility and inequality 
are addressed all in relation to the specific context 
of Ghent. 

Format : to collaborate – Master Thesis Atelier

A Master Thesis Atelier (MTA) is a collaborative 
trajectory spread out over one academic year. Six 
to ten master students and their promotors from 
different disciplinary backgrounds focus on one 
specific urban sustainability problem for their dis-
sertation. Together with non-academic actors they 
explore that issue. Stadsacademie has been ‘organ-
ising’ MTAs since 2018 on sustainable and urban 
food, diversity, social housing, circular economy 
and biodiversity.  Through collective workshops, 
debates and field-trips the students are confront-
ed with multiple perspectives from the different 
actors. The students receive input from policy 
makers, guidance from the promotors but they also 
learn from the perspectives, values and concerns 
of the students and promotors from other disci-
plines. Knowledge is shared by combining different 
perspectives on the same ‘matter of concern’. 

Typically, a dissertation is monodisciplinary, 
every student works on a specific topic in a spe-
cific disciplinary field. This setting of MTAs within 
the Stadsacademie allows the research to be devel-
oped within an inter- and transdisciplinary setting.  
They are an example of transdisciplinary education 
in which it is essential to acknowledge the specific 
context, to be explorative, to perceive knowledge 
as uncertain, to approach the content participa-
tively, to be self-reflective, to work horizontally, 
… The MTAs are organised in three phases. Firstly, 
there is the framing of the problem and the build-
ing of a research team, secondly the students work 
towards the co-creation of solution-oriented and 
transferable knowledge through the collaboration. 
Finally, phase three, is the re-integration of the in-
sights in both scientific and societal practices. 
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Stadsacademie Sessions 
have been organised on three different 
locations:

STAM, or the city museum of Ghent 
has been active since 2010. The mu-
seum brings visitors into contact with 
the many contemporary and historical 
layers of the city of Ghent. Besides the 
museum’s focus on Ghent with a per-
manent exhibition on ‘the story of Gh-
ent’, they ask the questions what makes 
Ghent, Ghent and what makes a city, a 
city? 

The krook is a library initiated by the 
City of Ghent, Ghent University and 
imec (a research centre for nan-elec-
tronic and digital technologies) . They 
profile themselves as ‘A spearhead of 
entrepreneurship and innovation. A 
cultural hub where every citizen of 
Ghent is welcome. A beacon of citi-
zen participation and research. But 
above all, an open house that invites 
encounters.’ [De Krook]

The Green Hub

Format:  Stadsacademie Sessions
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One specific case of the above men-
tioned Master thesis ateliers is the one 
on ‘Diversity in social housing’. This 
MTA started with a Stadsacademie 
session on March 8th in 2018. Within 
the academic year of 2018-2019 four 
students from Master of science in 
Engineering and Architecture worked 
on the development of an innova-
tive housing programme for vulnera-
ble refugees in Ghent. The next year 
seven students spread out over the 
Master of science in Engineering and 
Architecture, Urbanism and Spatial 
Planning, Political Science and Geog-
raphy worked on the social high-rise 
district ‘Watersportbaan’ and ‘Nieuw 
Gent’. This year eight students spread 
out over the Master of science in En-
gineering and Architecture, Urbanism 
and Spatial Planning, Political Science, 
Pedagogy and Social Work and Philos-
ophy and Moral Sciences, are working 
on the social housing ‘garden city’: 
Sint-Bernadette.

Format: Master Thesis Atelier
Area: Sint-Bernadette, 
Watersportbaan & Nieuw Gent
Topic: Diversity in Social Housing

Nieuw Gent

Sint-Bernadette

Watersportbaan
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• Watersportbaan is a district that is divided into four neigh-
bourhoods. The inner ring provides two separate worlds, 
each with two different neighbourhoods. From west to east, 
you first find the Blaarmeersen, a neighbourhood with few 
inhabitants. Right next door is the Neermeersen, which is 
characterised by thirteen social high-rise blocks. Ekkergem 
lies just across the city ring, close to the city centre. This 
densely built-up residential area attracts both permanent 
residents and many students. Finally, the Bijloke neigh-
bourhood is built around the historic Bijloke site. Here you 
will find mainly single-family houses and flats. The area of 
Neermeersen, as a predominantly social high-rise district is 
struggling with social problems and liveability issues and is 
at the moment undergoing a lot of (re-)development. 

• ‘Nieuw Gent’ is a social housing district in Ghent, located 
between ‘Zwijnaarde’ and the city centre. In the 70s and 
the 80s both high and low-rise blocks were built. The city 
of Ghent will be replacing the six residential towers Sat-
urn, Mercury, Jupiter, Orion, Aurora and Milenka with new 
high-quality social housing.

• In Sint-Amandsberg in Ghent lies the Sint-Bernadette dis-
trict, a social housing and garden suburb that was built 
in 1923 by the former social housing company ‘Gentse 
Maatschappij voor Goedkope Woningen’ (NMGW)33 . The 
district is referred to as established architectural heritage 
since 2010. The neighbourhood consists of around 200 
houses and was used for years by the NMGWW as a model 
for other neighbourhoods. The houses are now almost 100 
years old and, apart from a few renovations, they are still 
the original ones from 1923. A few years ago, however, it be-
came clear that the houses were in poor condition. Wonin-
Gent has therefore now decided to demolish and rebuild 
the entire neighbourhood. There has been a lot of protest 
from the remaining local residents against the demolition 
of the entire neighbourhood, which will be done in one go

33 As of 1958 the ‘Gentse Maatschappij voor Goedkope Woningen’ (Ghent 
Society for Cheap housing) goes by the name of ‘Gentse Maatschappij voor de Huisves-
ting’ (Ghent society for Housing).Illustration by Jade Kerremans made for the Stadsacademie
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Within, the Stadacademie a socio spatial research 
has been conducted on the train station and its 
context, both in the format of action-education as 
well as action-research. 

In collaboration with researchers of the Depart-
ment of Social Work and Social Pedagogy at Ghent 
University, the Stadsacademie involved students in 
this research through exercises given in master 
dissertations and two specific courses: 'Interpreta-
tive Research Methods' and 'Poverty and Participa-
tion'. Together with these researchers, employees 
of Architecture Workroom Brussels, researchers 
from the Department of Policy Participation and 
the Department of Urban Renewal of the City of 
Ghent, Stadsacademie engaged in this socio-spa-
tial analysis.

"In 1997 development plans were initiated for the 
neighbourhood around the main train station 
Ghent Sint-Pieters. By now, the neighbourhood 
is in full development and a reflection on hous-
ing, the living environment and mobility against 
the original plans is sought after. In light of this 
reflection, a suggestion was brought forward to 
'provide a social-spatial study as a basis for the 
further development of the station environment, 
both spatially and programmatically and in terms 
of coexistence between the existing and future 
residents." [The Stadsacademie]

Station environments are historically interesting 
neighbourhoods as grand movement corridors 
with a high diversity of inhabitants and daily com-
muters. To this day these neighbourhoods are still 
attractors for a wide range of society and the mo-
tor of economic developments.  A socio-spatial 
study can help understand the social dynamics of 
such a neighbourhood and how to address future 
developments. 

Format: Action Research & Education
Area: Gent Sint-Pieters
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Format: 
Action Research  & Education
Area: Baudelo

A research was conducted by the Stad-
sacademie on behalf of the City of Gh-
ent and in cooperation with Architec-
ture Workroom Brussels (AWB) and the 
department of social work and social 
pedagogy. The City of Ghent wanted to 
conduct socio-spatial research prior to 
the architectural brief and assignment 
for a new building, pro-actively includ-
ing the social dimensions of a neigh-
bourhood as a spatial lay-out is of di-
rect influence on the social interactions 
taking place and vice versa. 

Baudelo is a highly dense residency 
neighbourhood with a predominantly 
white population ranging from young 
kids to elderly couples that has a het-
erotopic character. There is a lack of 
activist neighbours but a demand for 
meeting spaces as Baudelo Park is a 
highly beloved rest and moving space 
for inhabitants and passers-by. With 
this research, the Stadsacademie to-
gether with AWB and the department 
of social work and social pedagogy as-
pire to include the citizens and the so-
cial dimension of the neighbourhood in 
the project. 

"Baudelo is a reflection of society in the city: life as it is. It is a hub for different user groups, 
allowing people with different backgrounds to cross paths and create an informal hub for 
meeting and spontaneous and structural collaborations. There is room for anonymity and am-
bivalence, and for processes of inclusion and exclusion between people with different lifestyles. 
This makes Baudelo not an enclave in the city, but the ideal humus where seeds of solidarity 
can grow.” [Final Report Baudelo]
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Topic: Heritage Ghent University

Following the second world war, the uni-
versity expanded its heritage through 
new buildings around Ghent. These 
buildings were accomplished before the 
climate crisis and are often badly isolat-
ed and equipped with outdated energy 
consuming equipment. These buildings 
are in need of a renovation. 

Two dissertations were made concern-
ing this topic. One focuses on the typol-
ogy of Ghent University heritage built 
between 1937 and 1978 while the oth-
er dissertation is concentrated on one 
campus, Campus Dunant.

Campus Dunant
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The university hopes to be carbon neu-
tral by 2050. In order to achieve this, a 
transition must be accomplished with-
in the building heritage of the UGhent 
that greatly contributes to its carbon 
footprint. Climate issues will be identi-
fied and researched through transdis-
ciplinary experiments (Master Thesis 
Ateliers, bachelor dissertations, intern-
ships, …) where students will work to-
gether with researchers, teachers, the 
central administration and external ac-
tors. The first living lab the Stadsacad-
emie will focus on is the green campus 
‘De sterre’ located just inside of the ring 
of Ghent. The campus was built in 1960 
and is, approximately sixty years later in 
need of a sustainable renovation of the 
buildings and the whole campus.

Format: 
Master Thesis Atelier
Action Research & Education

Area: Campus Sterre
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Figure 43: Campus Sterre, shortly after inauguration (mid-1960) 

Campus Sterre is a ‘living lab’ on which 
the Stadsacademie has and will be 
performing research and education-
al projects (master thesis ateliers and 
action-education), focused on the 
sustainable transition of the campus 
spread out over two years. 

Three master thesis ateliers have been 
set up within this context: 
• Biodiversity and unsealing
• Sustainable and circular build-
ing
• Biodiversity 

On Campus Sterre, in operation of the 
running Living Lab several other pro-
jects have been produced:

• Summer School Climate ‘Soil seal-
ing vs. green areas’

• Ecodesign challenge  ‘Biodiversity 
on the Campus’ 

• Bachelor theses industrial engi-
neers  ‘Campus Sterre fossil free’

• ‘Inventarisation and circular build-
ing materials on Campus Sterre’

• ‘Inventarisation of (potential) bio-
diversity on Campus Sterre’

• ‘Legal clinic – legal implications of 
open campus’

• Optimalisation of logistic move-
ments – more space for pedestri-
ans, cyclists, spaces for encounter, 
green areas, …’ 

In these education and research pro-
jects, the university is approached as a 
living lab, where students, professors 
and researchers use their knowledge 
for sustainable solutions. 

Illustration by Jade Kerremans made for the Stadsacademie
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The two neighbourhoods in Ghent are 
being looked at in the Stadsacademie 
to help form a vision for urban renewal 
projects together with the City of Gh-
ent.

Format: Research
Area: 
Tollhuis-Sluizeken-Ham 
Bloemekeswijk

Format: Action Research & Educa-
tion 
Area: Watersportbaan: 
Ekkergem, Malem, Neermeersen

In collaboration with the faculty of 
Psychology and Pedagogical Science, 
Socio-spatial research has been con-
ducted on the area of the Watersport-
baan (Ekkergem, Malem, Neermeers-
en). Thirty-two students conducted 
an action research within the course 
‘Citizenship, Socialisation and Invisible 
Care’ on five interrelated socio-spa-
tial tasks together with non-academic 
partners.
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Since 2018, the Stadsacademie has set 
up a course 'Sustainable Cities’ for ar-
chitecture, political science, biology, 
geography and geomatics, urban plan-
ning and bio engineering (forest and 
nature management and water and 
land management) students. In 2018 
the course was related to the urban 
Food Question in Ghent, in 2019 the 
course was looking at the Short Chain, 
analysing several niches in the Ghent 
Region: Vanier, Het Boerenhof, the Ur-
ban Smart Farm, de Wassende Maan 
and Roof Food. This year, the course 
topic is ‘sustainable city development 
in Gentbrugge, a ‘booming’ neighboor-
houd at the border of Ghent.’

Roof Food – A vegetable garden locat-
ed on the roof of  business centre De 
Punt in Gentbrugge. 

Format: Action Education
Area: Gentbrugge

Vanier – a webshop in short circuit re-
tail, restaurants, catering and other Gh-
ent-based professionals

Het Boerenhof – Rabot – inner area in 
a building block in the neighbourhood 
‘Rabot’ in Gent that is, step-by-step 
being redeveloped. A lab for further 
sustainable developments focused on 
social cohesion and concrete spatial 
improvements 

Urban Smart Farm - An aquaponics 
farm based in Ghent that uses shipping 
containers to, in multiple layers grow 
herbs and breed (shell)fish.
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Universities, as institutions, are at their core, established for knowledge production 
through education and research within an exclusive academic landscape. Today, more 
than ever, universities however are looking to go beyond this ‘exclusive’ academic land-
scape into the urban landscape in order to tackle emerging complex and societal chal-
lenges, often finding themselves gridlocked in their rigid structure. 

In the past few years, various initiatives like CHR, Brussels Academy, Stadsform and the 
Stadsacademie have emerged from within this academic landscape, trying to break 
through the existing structures of knowledge production by connecting with the physical 
context of their own surroundings. 

The four initiatives have showcased how they each try and breach the ‘status quo’ of their 
academic landscape through different experiments. These experiments are focused on 
trying to cope with the complexity of societal and planetary issues within a transdiscipli-
nary setting and the local urban context. All four, although positioned in different social 
and geographical contexts, often operate with similar formats like city walks, lecture se-
ries with debates, dialogues, …  (Brussels Academy and Stadsform) or pedagogical experi-
ments (Stadsacademie and CHR). Parallels and differences can be formed across the four 
initiatives as well as the universities they are acquainted with. 

Stadsform, the youngest of the four, remains a story to be told once physical events are 
possible again. Whilst not specifically taking Antwerp as urban context and more the ur-
ban environment in general, they do provide fresh insights through their operation of a 
non-profit organisation that sees the university as a structural partner but is not embed-
ded within the university. This structure permits a flexibility that a university can’t offer 
that easily. This initiative could offer fresh insight but is the least likely to influence a 
transition within the university. Although it could be stated that universities could begin 
to transcend their rigid boundaries through partnering up with multiple of these kinds 
of initiatives. 

Brussels Academy has organised an abundance of lectures over the past eight year from 
their main partner location La Maison des Cultures in Brussels. As a university for the 
citizens, it is very much focused on ‘a’ Brussels where everyone, regardless of their origin 
feels at home. ‘A’ Brussels where citizens work together on the issues the city is facing.  
Brussels Academy does tend to stay on the ‘learning about’ side of the coin and not on 
the ‘action side’. Brussels Academy shifts away from the university and its students and 
allows professors and researchers to teach and debate with all citizens who are interested 
covering a wide range of interacting themes from politics to urban renewal projects to 
diversity. 

The Centre for Humanities Research has established itself as a widely known Flagship for 
Critical Thought and is very aware of the position it portrays in a post-apartheid world 
and in the places, they are active in, within and outside of Cape Town. CHR aspires to 
experiment with new forms of teaching or research that are linked to the visual and per-
forming arts. This aspiration is flanked by a wide inclusion of non-academic (artistic) part-
ners. Its view on contributing to the formation of UWC as an aesthetic university that has 
a poetic and literary longing is unique within the initiatives. 

Last but not least the Stadsacademie wants to breach the monodisciplinary character of 
the university by offering transdisciplinary research and education, profoundly through 
master thesis ateliers. Stadsacademie, of the four, is most focused on broadening the 
world of teaching and research to encompassing more non-academic actors and different 
disciplines. They are most focused on formats that occur within the walls of the university 
but that are embedded within the local context and with local stakeholders of the city 
of Ghent. 

It must also not be forgotten that most of these initiatives are still very young and therefore 
haven’t reached their full potential yet. It is clear that the older initiatives, Brussels Acad-
emy and CHR, have developed further within their academic landscape. They have been 
shaped by and have helped shape their academic landscape. There is no doubt that these 
different experiments go against the status quo of their academic landscape on subjects 
and in ways a university is not acquainted to. The question still remains how big of an im-
pact these initiatives will and will continue to have on their academic landscape. 
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To exemplify how a neighbourhood can be drawn into 
an institution, we identify one last urban experiment: 
‘Holding Pattern’. This was an exhibition held at the Mod-
ern Museum of Art (MoMA) in Long Island City, New York 
City. This experiment, conducted by an architecture bu-
reau, tried to lower the high threshold of the institution 
and bring the neighbourhood within the museum.

Each summer the Museum for Modern Art PS1 hosts 
a young architects program. The set-up of the program 
is to let young architects create an environment for the 
annual Warm Up music series. In 2011 Interboro was se-
lected to create this environment. The bureau refused to 
contribute to the consumerist logics of temporary exhi-
bitions and wanted to create something that would not 
need to be thrown away once summer was over. 

MoMA PS1 stands as an isolated enclave within the 
neighbourhood. A 5 feet high wall emphasises this divi-
sion between what’s outside the MoMA and the art that 
is hosted inside. Although the citizens of Long Island 
City are allowed to visit the museum for free, it is sel-
dom done. Interboro wanted to find a way of bringing the 
neighbourhood within the institution.  

A setting within the museum was created, shaped by 
objects that were ‘on hold’, hence the name holding 
patterns. Interboro had looked for objects that other in-
stitutions (community gardens, schools, senior citizens 
homes, …) in the neighbourhood needed. After talking 
with different people from the community, objects were 
selected and created by Interboro and put on-hold at the 
museum. After the exhibition the objects were ‘returned’ 
to their rightful owner. 

The holding of the objects led to people of the neigh-
bourhood visiting and using their objects at the museum. 
Extra activities, like a ballet recital, a family summer read-
ing celebration, a quilt workshop, were held at the inner 
courtyard of the MoMA PS1 transcending traditional bor-
ders of participating institutions.

Holding pattern pulled the neighbourhood inside the 
walls of the museum creating not an architecturally fixed 
piece but an urban landscape characterised by the needs 
of the neighbourhood. 

We want to suggest all institutions, from universities to museums, to government to hos-
pitals to take a position from within. Therefore, we are not arguing for the world to banish 
all institutions, rather we argue for institutions to bring in the world, to bring in its sur-
roundings, to bring in the community it is part of.

The neighbourhood is tangible

The neighbourhood is relatable

The neighbourhood is ‘urban’ and ‘local’ at the same time

The neighbourhood is large enough to make a difference

Figure 43: Holding Pattern @MOMA PS1

This dissertation is therefore not a plea for a complete reversal of the university's struc-
ture, but a plea for continuing to connect the local urban environment and the university 
and to make more room for such initiatives within the university, creating a synergy be-
tween traditional discipline-specific and transdisciplinary knowledge production. 

This dissertation is a plea for the transformation of the universities from the inside out. 
Initiatives that, from within the boundaries of the university, test the funding and re-
search system and bring together students around the complex challenging issues their 
local context is facing. 

What we noticed very clearly is that the analysed initiatives, each in their turn, often take 
‘the neighbourhood’ as a starting point to work around. Perhaps ‘the neighbourhood’ is 
the ideal scale in the urban environment to bring together the particularity of one’s con-
text with different positions from both inside as well as outside institutions. 

Second Reflection, from the inside out in the neighbourhood
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We plead for an inside out approach when challenging the status quo of a university. For 
the neighbourhood, as a tangible scale to grasp ‘wicked’ problems, as the ideal testing 
ground for transdisciplinary methods of teaching, conducting research and learning. 
We can’t help but reflect the findings of our dissertation on our own situation as students 
at the Department of Architecture and Urban Planning. How can a change in the status 
quo, through the use of the local context, the landscape and the community, through 
the incorporation of transdisciplinary methods of teaching and learning, be made from 
within?

Within our education, students are trained to become critical. They are taught the won-
ders of design through multiple ateliers. Teaching the students to become critically 
minded people renders the attic of the Plateau Building a vibrant place for debates and 
discussions going from global challenges to the missing links in our education. A vibrant 
space where a community, receptive for criticism, is shaped with a shared love for design 
and architecture. 

The Bachelor in our programme is strong and challenging, as it should be. Students learn 
to deal with themselves as designers. They learn skills that will be needed for the rest of 
their careers. They are trained to deal with criticism, and step by step they learn to plan, 
study and design. These first three years are strong building blocks. They form a founda-
tion and make the students resilient to what the ‘real’ world has to offer.
In the Master, students are asked to make a choice between ‘the node of a building’ a.k.a. 
the Master Building Technology (and Architecture) and ‘the surroundings of a building’ 
a.k.a. ‘(Architecture and) City Planning’. A choice, many students, would rather not make.

Third Reflection, the Plateau
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We both feel that these two master’s degrees are too diverging and lose their sense of a 
common ground. A common ground that could be found through the attention towards 
sustainability and a broad packet of ‘wicked’ planetary and societal concerns, a common 
ground that is the urban fabric of Ghent. A common ground where the hierarchy of the 
standard professor-student lectures are extended and transcended.

Finding this common ground, not only within the masters, but rather throughout the full 
five-year period of studying, is a challenge. Questions such as ‘What happens at the end 
of a material’s life’ or ‘What can other expertise bring to the table’ or (to a lesser extent 
in the Masters) ‘What urban questions is Ghent facing at the moment?’ are insufficiently 
incorporated. Today courses on sustainability, be it Theory of Urban Design or Sustain-
able Building, be it sociological, economic or ecological, can no longer be a choice, but 
are a necessity. 

As seen ‘wicked’ issues were coined within a planning context. Planning issues are intrin-
sically complex, hard to solve and are in dire need of multiple expertise to solve them. 
This co-creation process could and should be initiated throughout our education. As 
architects, designing for society means designing with society. 

The call to act on these challenges is getting louder as whispers are echoing between the 
walls of the Plateau Building and the virtual space of the worldwide web. 
The Jokerweek ‘Shifting Positions’, offered, for the first time a platform where students 
took the steering wheel and decided what topics would be addressed. Architecture and 
Activism uncovered the call for up-to-date courses within the curriculum, the call to talk 
about sustainability, the call to engage within the current context, … Nevertheless, these 
conversations should not fade away. Could a new kind of format, linked to the spirit of 
the Jokerweek, offer a space for year-long urban experiments that are adapted to their 
ever-changing context? 
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We started this dissertation mentioning an urgency to act, an urgency to deal with soci-
ety and a changing world, mentioning how ‘wicked’ issues are rising and how a universi-
ty can take a position in this ‘reality’. We looked at initiatives that, by positioning them-
selves in the urban fabric through experiments and practices, offer a possible answer 
to bring together the knowledge from within an academic landscape and its particular 
context by transversal means.

However, it is impossible to reduce the position of a university to one single point of 
view. After all, students, professors, researchers as well as employees, cleaners, garden-
ers, caretakers, … all help to determine the position of the university in the world as it is 
and in its immediate urban surrounding.  

Therefore, we feel the need to answer this question: Which position do we take, as ar-
chitecture students at Ghent University?

As a first reaction, we wonder, should we even need to take a position? 
Today, every position that is taken embodies a consequence.
The expectations to act according to one’s position puts a lot of pressure on people.

Am I a vegetarian? Am I a feminist? Do I recycle?

The globe has given our generation endless possibilities.
Whatever choice we make, there are many alternatives.
Whatever position we take, an opposition will present itself.

Bearing this in mind, it is necessary, from time to time, to simply refuse
Refuse to have an opinion
Refuse to take a position,
in order to give yourself some breathing space. 

To, then again, 

after a while, 

take the chance 

to actively position yourself

That said, what follows is a possible answer to this question. 
When we, part of generation Z, position ourselves, we can identify with a desire for 
change, a perpetual desire for new and different, ranging from buying a new mobile 
phone, following the newest trends, to discover new travel destinations or meeting new 
people.
As architects on the brink of the start of a new chapter, we are part of an (architectural) 
society that encourages change.

But who are we to decide when change is needed? To decide a building needs to be 
demolished when it is no longer progressive? To decide what boundaries we should 
set for technological innovations? To decide what kind of ‘new’ and ‘different’ forms of 
housing society needs to accommodate the growing population?

We believe the architect can take a position in the middle, like CHR, Stadsform, Brussels 
Academy, the Stadsacademie (and many other similar initiatives that are on the rise), 
i.e., with one foot in the academic world and the other foot in the physical context of 
its own environment. 

Just like that, we want to position ourselves, as almost graduated architecture students. 
On one side, developing and pursuing the discipline of ‘architecture’ and on the other 
side always staying receptive for the many other possible positions that are on offer in 
an ever-changing context. 

Our studies have thought us to be critical and to think design minded. Architects can, 
by using the power of imagination and design as its main instrument, take a position in 
society. Whatever position, we take now or will take in the future, we believe criticism 
and design, transversality and design, will keep coming to the surface on moments we 
want to position ourselves.

'It seem
s as if change w

ere a contagious virus of the m
odern w

orld’ - Van G
errew

ey

Nathalie & Tereza 
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